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Abbreviations 
          

         ACD:    asymmetric cell division 

         ARF:    Auxin Response Factor 

         APM:    apical plasma membrane  

         BBM:    BABY BOOM  

         BDL:     BODENLOS 

         bHLH:   basic helix-loop-helix 

         BIR3:    BAK1-INTERACTING RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE 3  

         BPM:    basal plasma membrane  

         BRI1:    BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1 

         BSK:     BR-signaling kinase  

         CEPR:  C-TERMINALLY ENCODED PEPTIDE RECEPTOR 

         CLV3:   CLAVATA3  

         CLE:     CLAVATA3/Embryo Surrounding Region-Related  

         DME:    DEMETER  

         EC1:     EGG CELL 1  

         EPF:     Epidermal Pattern Factor  

         EPFL:   EPF-like 

         ER:       ERECTA  

         ERL:     ERECTA-like 

         ERf:      ERECTA family 

         ESF1:   Embryo Surrounding Factor 1 

         FER:     FERONIA  

         FIS2:     FERTILISATION INDEPENDENT SEED 2  

         FLS2:    FLAGELLIN-SENSITIVE 2  

         GMC:    guard mother cell  

         GLV:     GOLVEN 

         GRD:    GROUNDED  

         GSK3:   Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3  

         HAE:     HAESA  

         HDG:    HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS  

         HSL:     HAESA-like  

         IKU2:    HAIKU2  

         LatB:     latrunculin B 

         LRR-RK:   Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor Kinase 

         LRR-RLK: Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor-like Kinases 
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         MAPK:    Mitogen-activated protein kinase 

         MEA:      MEDEA 

         MEG:      maternally expressed gene 

         MET1:    METHYLTRANSFERASE 1  

         MMC:     meristemoid mother cell 

         MP:        MONOPTEROS 

         MKK:      MAPK kinase 

         MKKK:    MAPK kinase kinase  

         MZT:      maternal-to-zygotic transition  

         PCD:      programed cell death 

         PEG:      Parentally expressed gene 

         PI:          propidium iodide 

         PIP:        PAMP-Induced Peptide  

         RPK2:    Receptor-like Protein Kinase 2 

         RLK7:    Receptor-like kinase 7 

         PIN:        PIN-FORMED 

         RGI:       RGF1 INSENSITIVE  

         ROP:      Rho of Plants  

         RS2200: Renaissance 2200  

         SAM:      shoot apical meristem 

         SCRM:   SCREAM  

         SERK:    Somatic Embryogenesis Receptor Kinase 

         SGN3:    SCHENGEN 3 

         SGR2:    Shoot Gravitropism 2 

         SLGC:    stomata lineage ground cell  

         SMC:      subsidiary mother cell  

         SPCH:    SPEECHLESS 

         SSP:       SHORT SUSPENSOR  

         STK:       SEEDSTICK 

         TAA1:     TRYPTOPHAN AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS 1 

         TMM:      TOO MANY MOUTHS 

         TPR:       Tetratricopeptide repeat  

         WOX:      WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX 

         WUS:      WUSCHEL  

         YDA:       YODA  

         yda-CA:  YDA constitutive active 

         YUC10:   YUCCA 10 
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Summary 

In Arabidopsis, the YDA pathway regulates stomata formation, inflorescence architecture 

and zygote polarity. Although many upstream components of the YDA pathway during 

stomata patterning have been revealed, upstream components of the embryonic YDA 

pathway are still largely unknown. In addition, how the YDA signaling confers zygote 

polarity is still elusive. 

In the first project I was involved in, we found that BSK1/2 function upstream of the YDA 

cascade in addition to SSP. The bsk1 bsk2 ssp triple mutant shows severe zygote polarity 

defects, recapitulating the yda phenotype. It has been suggested that the intramolecular 

interaction between the BSK kinase domain and TPR domain represses BSK activity. We 

confirmed this repressive interaction within BSK1. Intriguingly, SSP lost this interaction, 

which confers a constitutive activity. Further swapping experiments between BSK1 and 

SSP indicate that the first and second TPR motifs of SSP are responsible for its 

hyperactivity.  

Since BSKs and MAPK signals function downstream of receptors, we then wondered 

which receptor regulates the embryonic YDA pathway. I showed ER functions upstream 

of YDA with a sporophytic maternal effect. The functional ER mRNAs/proteins in the 

zygote are likely inherited pre-meiotically from the megaspore mother cell. The 

sporophytic maternal effect was also observed for BSK1. Furthermore, I confirmed the 

paternal regulator SSP can function in an ERf-independent manner. My results 

demonstrate that independent parental signal inputs converge on YDA activation to 

modulate zygote polarity, reminiscent of the parental conflict theory.  

To detect whether other receptors can also activate YDA, we collaborated with Prof. Dr. 

Michael Hothorn to design an approach for constitutive activation of SERK-dependent 

LRR-RK pathways. We fused the BIR3 ectodomain with the kinase domain of several 

LRR-RKs and confirmed their constitutive activity in the corresponding tissues. In 

particular, when expressed in the epidermal meristemoid, oBIR3-iER blocked stomata 

formation while oBIR3-iFLS2 had no apparent influence, suggesting the signal specificity 

of BIR3 chimeras. Then I used this approach to screen the HAESA family receptors and 

found that most receptors of this family can potentially activate YDA. 
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In yda-CA transgenic lines, long filamentous embryos are formed. However, what identity 

these cells possess has not been studied. I designed a filamentous-embryo system to 

study the suspensor-embryo transition. Twin embryos are frequently developed from the 

early filamentous embryo. Then we proved that the early filamentous embryo has the 

identity of early basal cells. In addition, the maximum auxin response is shifted from the 

hypophysis to basal cells, which may directly contribute to the suspensor-embryo 

transition.  

We then investigate how the YDA signal confers zygote polarity. I showed that SSP is 

polarly localized in the basal plasma membrane of the elongating zygote. Depolarized 

localization of SSP leaded to a severe zygote polarity defect, indicating that its 

asymmetric localization is potent for zygote polarity. As SSP interacts directly with YDA 

and functions in an ERf-independent way, these results shed light on a polarized YDA 

activity in the zygote. 

These works collectively improved our understanding of the mechanism of zygote 

polarization. 
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Zusammenfassung 

In der Blütenpflanze Arabidopsis thaliana werden viele Entwicklungsentscheidungen 

durch einen MAP Kinase Signalweg kontrolliert, der die MAPKK Kinase YODA beinhaltet. 

Unter Anderem werden Stomata-Bildung, die Architektur des Blütenstandes und die 

Polarität der Zygote reguliert. Während im Kontext der Stomata-Entwicklung einige der 

Komponenten der Signalkaskade oberhalb von YODA bekannt sind, gibt es im Kontext 

der Embryogenese bisher kaum molekulare Daten über die Zusammensetzung dieses 

Signalwegs. Darüber hinaus ist es momentan nicht klar, wie dieser Signalweg die 

Polarität der Zygote auf molekularer Ebene kontrolliert. 

In einem ersten Projekt mit meiner Beteiligung konnten wir BSK1 und BSK2 als integrale 

Bestandteile von YODA-abhängigen Signalwegen identifizieren – membranständige 

Mitglieder der Proteinfamilie der BRASSINOSTEROID SIGNALING KINASES. Im 

Kontext der Embryogenese arbeiten BSK1 und BSK2 parallel zu BSK12 (SHORT 

SUSPENSOR, SSP) bei der Polarisierung der Zygote. Es wurde beschrieben, dass BSK 

Proteine durch eine Interaktion ihrer C-terminalen TPR Domäne mit der zentralen Kinase-

Domäne in ihrer Signalfunktion gehemmt und dadurch negativ reguliert werden. Das 

BSK1 Paralog SSP scheint im Laufe der Evolution diese Protein-Interkation verloren zu 

haben und weißt daher die Eigenschaft auf, den YODA Signalweg konstitutiv zu 

aktivieren. SSP wird ausschließlich in den Spermienzellen des Pollens exprimiert und übt 

daher einen paternalen Effekt auf die frühe Embryogenese aus.  Funktionale Analysen 

mit Proteinchimären aus SSP und BSK1 konnten zeigen, dass die ersten beiden TPR 

Einheiten für die SSP-spezifische Funktion verantwortlich sind. 

Da MAP Kinase Signalwege in der Regel durch membranständige Rezeptorkomplexe 

aktiviert werden, suchten wir nach den Rezeptorkinase(n), die YODA im Embryo 

aktivieren. Wir konnten dabei zeigen, dass die Rezeptorkinase ERECTA (ER) und in 

deren Abwesenheit die paralogen ER-LIKE1 und ER-LIKE2 die Polarisierung der Zygote 

kontrollieren. Die Funktion von ER ist dabei unter sporophytisch-maternaler Kontrolle. 

Dies ist darauf zurückzuführen, dass ER prä-meiotisch von der Megasporen-Mutterzelle 

vererbt wird. Weitere Komponenten des embryonalen YODA Signalwegs, darunter BSK1 

und BSK2, werden in ihrer Funktion ebenfalls sporophytisch maternal kontrolliert. Dies 

steht im Gegensatz zu SSP, das den embryonalen YODA Signalweg paternal kontrolliert. 

Wir konnten zeigen, dass SSP dabei unabhängig von funktionalem ER funktioniert. 

Zusammenfassend zeigen unsere Daten, dass unabhängige Signalmoleküle beider 

Eltern bei der  Aktivierung  von YODA zusammenkommen.  Dieses Zusammenspiel von 
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maternalen und paternalen Einflüssen auf die Embryonalentwicklung diskutieren wir im 

Kontext der Parentalkonflikt-Theorie. 

In einer Kollaboration mit dem Labor von Prof. Dr. Michael Hothorn untersuchten wir, ob 

weitere Rezeptorkinasen YODA-abhängige Signalwege aktivieren können. Dazu 

entwickelten wir eine Methode, konstitutiv-aktive Varianten der Rezeptorkinasen zu 

erstellen. Dabei nutzten wir die Interaktion der extrazellulären Domäne von BIR3 mit 

SERK Co-Rezeptoren in Abwesenheit von Liganden aus. Dabei zeigte sich, dass 

Chimären, die die extrazelluläre Domäne von BIR3 und den intrazellulären Teil der zu 

untersuchenden Rezeptorkinase tragen, nachgeschaltene Signalkaskaden in SERK-

abhängigen Signalwegen mit unveränderter Spezifität konstitutiv aktivieren. 

Wir nutzten diesen Effekt, um Rezeptorkinasen der HAESA Familie zu untersuchen und 

konnten dabei zeigen, dass die Mehrzahl dieser Rezeptorkinasen in der Lage ist, YODA 

zu aktivieren. 

Wenn YODA konstitutiv aktiviert wird, wir anstatt eines Embryos eine lange fadenförmige 

Struktur gebildet. Welche Identität die Zellen in diesem Gebilde annehmen, war bisher 

unklar. Wir nutzten dieses System und aktivierten YODA vorübergehend. Dabei 

entwickeln sich aus der ursprünglich fadenförmigen Struktur mehrere Embryonen, die 

sich teilweise zu funktionalen Keimlingen in einem Samen entwickeln können. Analysen 

mit Reportergenen legen nahe, dass die Zellen der fadenförmigen Struktur die gleiche 

Identität aufweisen wie die basale Tochterzelle der asymmetrischen Zygotenteilung. Da 

nach wie vor unklar war, welche Rolle die Aktivierung von YODA in der Zygote bei der 

Polarisierung dieser Zelle spielt, untersuchten wir verschiedene transgene Linien, die 

YODA durch Eizell-spezifische Expression von SSP aktivieren. Dabei stellten wir fest, 

dass bei mittlerer bis starker Expression von SSP, das SSP Protein sich weiterhin am 

basalen Ende der Zygote befindet und zu einem Phänotyp führt, der an konstitutiv-aktives 

YODA erinnert. Bei sehr starker Expression von SSP jedoch befindet sich das SSP 

Protein an der gesamten Zygoten Plasmamembran wieder. Diese nicht-polare 

Lokalisierung des SSP Proteins führt zu einem Phänotyp, der an die loss-of-function yda 

Mutante erinnert, obwohl bei starker Expression von SSP eine starke Aktivierung von 

YODA zu erwarten wäre. Diese Ergebnisse deuten darauf hin, dass die einseitige 

Aktivierung von YODA bei der Polarisierung der Zygote wichtig ist. 

Zusammengenommen haben uns die Ergebnisse dieser Projekte deutlichen Einblick in 

den Mechanismus der Zygotenpolarisierung gegeben und unser Verständnis der frühen 

Musterbildung in der Pflanzenentwicklung erweitert. 
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Introduction 

1 Embryogenesis 

1.1 Plant embryogenesis 

Embryogenesis is the fundamental step to establish body structures in multicellular 

organisms. Angiosperm embryogenesis initiates from a horizontal division of the zygote. 

In many angiosperm species, the zygote divides asymmetrically to generate an apical-

basal axis [1]. The apical and basal daughter cells then differentiate and form an embryo 

containing an embryo proper and a suspensor. The suspensor is a plant-specific structure 

to  connect  the  embryo  with  the  mother  tissue  (Figure 1A) [2-4].  It  is  considered  to 

 

Figure 1. Diversity of the suspensor in angiosperm species [2, 3]. 

(A) The suspensor (yellow) and the embryo proper (green) of monocots and dicots ([2], modified). (B) Origin 

of embryonic structures [3]. (a) The first cell division generates an apical (green) and basal (blue) daughter 

cells. (b) Descendants (light green) of the apical cell in Sagina procumbens contribute to the suspensor. (c) 

Cells (light blue) derived from the basal cell incorporate into the embryo proper in Geum urbanum. (d) The 

uppermost basal cell (light blue) contributes to the embryo proper in Brassicaceae. Brackets indicate the 

embryo proper.  

 

hold the embryo proper and promote its development through the delivery of nutrition and 

phytohormones [2]. In many species, the basal daughter cell does not solely contribute to 

the  suspensor:  several of  its descendant  cells  also contribute to  the  embryo  proper 
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(Figure 1B). In contrast, in some species several apical descendant cells can incorporate 

with basal cells to form the suspensor. During seed maturation, most cells of the 

suspensor is eventually degraded [2, 4]. Despite their conserved function and destiny, 

suspensor structures are quite diverse among angiosperms (Figure 1A) [2]. In many 

species, because of irregular embryonic configuration, embryogenesis is hard to follow 

and the boundary between the suspensor and the embryo proper is difficult to discern [2-

4]. In comparison, Brassicaceae follows a stereotypical developmental process during 

embryogenesis, providing a remarkable model to study the molecular regulations of plant 

embryogenesis [3]. 

 

Figure 2. Embryogenesis in Arabidopsis [3]. 

(A) Development of the Arabidopsis embryo. After fertilization, the zygote elongates and then divides into 

two daughter cells with different sizes. The apical daughter cell (green) then forms a spherical embryo 

proper (the upper tier (light green) and lower tier (dark green)) which develops into the aboveground part 

of a seedling. The basal daughter cell (blue) divides into the mostly extra-embryonic filamentous suspensor 

(dark blue) except the uppermost cell that will contribute to the formation of the hypophysis (light blue). 

Hypophysis eventually forms the underground root meristem.  (B) The asymmetric zygote division. The egg 

cell contains a large vacuole (white) at the basal pole and a small nucleus at the apex (dark blue). After 

fertilization, cell polarity is temporarily lost in the very early zygote, reflected by the movement of the nucleus 

from the top to the middle and the fragmentation of the large vacuole. During cell elongation, the zygote 

repolarizes and divides asymmetrically. A large vacuole is reformed at the basal pole of the elongating 

zygote. 

 

1.2 Arabidopsis embryogenesis 

Arabidopsis embryogenesis is well described compared with other Brassicaceae species 

(Figure 2A) [3, 5-7].  During Arabidopsis  embryogenesis,  the zygote first shrinks and then 
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elongates approximately three times in a tip-grown manner. It then divides asymmetrically, 

giving birth to a small apical cell and a large basal cell. The apical daughter cell undergoes 

two longitudinal divisions followed by a transverse division, forming an 8-cell proembryo. 

These cells then undergo an oblique division to generate a 16-cell dermatogen embryo, 

of which the outer layer finally differentiates into the epidermis while the inner cells 

develop into the endodermis, the shoot apical meristem (SAM), the hypocotyl and the 

vasculature. In comparison to the diverse cell divisions and differentiations of the apical-

cell lineage, the basal daughter cell only divides horizontally to form the suspensor 

containing ultimately a file of 6 to 8 cells. The uppermost suspensor cell will contribute to 

the formation of hypophysis, the precursor of the root meristem. The other suspensor 

cells will eventually undergo programed cell death (PCD).  

 

1.3 Zygote polarization 

In angiosperms, after fertilization the dicot zygote elongates whereas the monocot zygote 

does not show apparent elongation. However, both monocot and dicot zygotes undergo 

an asymmetric cell division (ACD) to generate two daughter cells with distinct destinies, 

indicating that angiosperm zygotes are polarized [3, 8]. The mechanism of zygote polarity 

establishment, however, is still elusive.  

Some understanding of zygote polarization has been achieved in the model plant 

Arabidopsis. The Arabidopsis egg cell harbors a large vacuole at the bottom and a small 

nucleus at the apex (Figure 2B), and microtubules and actin filaments (F-actins) are 

oriented mainly in the vertical direction [9, 10]. After fertilization, the zygote is temporarily 

depolarized. The nucleus moves to the middle and the large vacuole is shattered into 

evenly distributed small vacuoles. Microtubules and F-actins seem to be oriented 

randomly at this stage [9, 10]. Zygote polarity is acquired during cell elongation. The zygote 

nucleus moves to the apical region and a large vacuole is reformed at the basal pole 

(Figure 2B). The microtubules and F-actins are rearranged. In the zygote apex, 

microtubules form a transverse ring and F-actins form an apical cap [9].   

The influence of the cytoskeleton and the vacuole on zygote development was only 

recently revealed. The microtubule polymerization inhibitor oryzalin can suppress zygote 

elongation, whereas the actin polymerization inhibitor latrunculin B (LatB) has no obvious 
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effect on zygote elongation. However, the polar migration of the zygote nucleus is 

inhibited by LatB, resulting in a symmetric division of the zygote [9]. These results indicate 

that microtubules affect zygote elongation while F-actins affect zygote division. Moreover, 

vacuole distribution also influences zygote polarity. Shoot Gravitropism 2 (SGR2) is a 

phospholipase A1-like protein localized on the vacuolar membrane. In the sgr2-1 loss-of-

function mutant, polarized vacuole distribution in the elongating zygote is blocked. Large 

vacuoles are localized both in the apical and basal parts of the zygote. While the zygote 

seems to elongate normally, it divides more symmetrically. Furthermore, F-actin cables 

are associated with tubular vacuoles in wild type but not in sgr2-1. LatB does not affect 

vacuolar distribution in the sgr2-1 zygote, implying that F-actins regulate the zygote 

polarity by modulating the polarized vacuolar distribution [10].  

 

2 The YDA signaling pathway 

2.1 The MAPK cascade 

The Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) phosphorylation cascade is composed of 

a MAPK kinase kinase (MKKK), a MAPK kinase (MKK) and a MAPK. In plants, the MAPK 

cascades play versatile roles in plant growth, development, immune response and abiotic 

resistance [11-14]. Arabidopsis has 20 MAPKs, 10 MAPKKs and approximately 60 

MAPKKKs [12, 15]. The MKKK3/5-MKK4/5-MPK3/6 and MEKK1-MKK1/2-MPK4 cascades 

positively and negatively regulate the flg22-induced immune response, respectively [11, 13, 

14]. Zygote polarity, inflorescence architecture and stomata pattering are controlled by the 

YODA (YDA, MKKK4)-MKK4/5/-MPK3/6 cascade [5, 16-19]. Moreover, MKK4/5 and 

MPK3/6 modulate the floral abscission and the lateral root emergency with an unknown 

MKKK in Arabidopsis [20]. The MAPK cascades also play pivotal functions in other species 

[14, 21-23]. In particular, a MAPK cascade is reported to regulate the expansion of 

phragmoplast microtubules during cytokinesis in tobacco and Arabidopsis [23]. 

 

2.2 The YDA signaling pathway during stomata development 

Stomata are microscopic structures in plant epidermis for gas exchange between plants 

and the environment. They consist of a pair of guard cells that flank a central pore [24, 25]. 

In many plant species, the stomata development initiates from an ACD of the meristemoid 
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mother cell (MMC) [25]. In Arabidopsis, the small daughter cell serves as a meristemoid 

that can either develop into a guard mother cell (GMC) or undergo several rounds of 

ACDs before entering differentiation (Figure 3A).  The  large  daughter  cell,  named  the 

 

Figure 3. Stomata development in Arabidopsis. 

(A) Development of guard cells. The MMC divides asymmetrically to generate a small meristemoid 

(magenta) and a SLGC (light blue). The meristemoid can either differentiate into two guard cells (yellow) or 

undergo another ACD to generate a new meristemoid and another SLGC. The SLGC can either form a 

pavement cell or divide asymmetrically to form another SLGC and a new meristemoid. (B) The epidermal 

phenotypes of the yda-CA lines and the yda mutants. 

 

stomata lineage ground cell (SLGC), will either differentiate into a pavement cell or divide 

asymmetrically again to generate another meristemoid. In contrast, the stomatal lineage 

is less flexible in grasses. Their MMC only experiences a single ACD to form a GMC and 
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a large sister cell that becomes a pavement cell. The flanking neighboring cells at both 

sides of the GMC, called the subsidiary mother cells (SMCs), undergo an ACD to yield 

two subsidiary cells that facilitate the function of guard cells [25].  

The distribution of stomata in leaf epidermis is always discrete. Stomata are usually 

separated by pavement cells so that they are not adjacent to each other, according to the 

so called the one-cell spacing rule (Figure 3) [26]. The yda, mkp3+/- mpk6 loss-of-function 

mutants and the mkk4/mkk5 amiRNA lines show clustered stomata while expressing a 

constitutively active version of YDA (yda-CA) can severely block stomata formation 

(Figure 3B). These results demonstrate that the YDA signaling inhibits stomata 

generation in Arabidopsis [16, 27]. In addition, YDA also inhibits stomata formation in 

Brachypodium, indicating conserved function of YDA in both monocots and dicots [28].  

Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor Kinases (LRR-RKs) / Leucine-Rich Repeat Receptor-like 

Kinases (LRR-RLKs) contain an extracellular leucine-rich repeat domain, a 

transmembrane part and an intracellular kinase domain. There are more than 200 LRR-

RKs or LRR-RLKs in Arabidopsis [29]. The ERECTA family (ERf) LRR-RKs is composed 

of ERECTA (ER), ERECTA-like 1 (ERL1) and ERL2. This family plays versatile functions 

during plant vegetative and reproductive development, including stomata patterning, leaf 

initiation and development of the vasculature, SAM, reproductive organs and cotyledons 

[30-37]. Similar to yda, the er erl1 erl2 mutant shows severe clustered stomata [38]. Its 

stomatal defect can be rescued by introducing yda-CA, indicating that ERf functions 

upstream of YDA during stomata patterning (Figure 4) [31].  

TOO MANY MOUTHS (TMM) is a receptor-like protein lacking the intracellular domain. It 

interacts with ERf to create a binding pocket for perceiving Epidermal Pattern Factor 1/2 

(EPF1/2) in leaf epidermis [38-40]. EPF-like 9 (EPFL9)/STOMAGEN negatively regulates 

the ERf signal by competing with EPF1/2 for binding to ERf [32]. Intriguingly, while the tmm 

loss-of-function mutant has clustered stomata in leaf epidermis, no stomata is formed in 

its stem epidermis [38, 41]. Recent protein structure evidence indicates that TMM 

suppresses the binding of EPFL4/6 to ERf [40]. EPFL4/6 are expressed in endodermal 

cells. It is proposed that once TMM is abolished, EPFL4/6 secreted from stem endodermis 

activate ERf in stem epidermis to inhibit stomata formation [32, 42]. The activation of EPF 

signals  also  requires  the  interaction  between  ERf and  the Somatic  Embryogenesis 
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Receptor Kinases (SERKs) upon EPF binding. The ERf-SERK interaction will trans-

activate each other for signal transduction [43]. SERKs also belong to LRR-RKs. In addition 

to serving as co-receptors for ERf, they are also co-receptors of many other LRR-RKs, 

such as HAE/HSL2, HSL1, FLS2 and BRI1 [44-47].  

 

Figure 4. The YDA pathway in Arabidopsis. 

(A) During stomata patterning, the ERECTA family receptors ER/ERL1/ERL2 interact with TMM and SERKs 

to perceive EPF1/2. STOMAGEN/EPFL9 competes with EFP1/2 for binding with ERf and inhibits the ERf 

signaling. The YDA cascade regulates stomata patterning by phosphorylating and inhibiting the 

transcription factors SPCH and SCRM. Moreover, the BR signaling pathway affects stomata pattern through 

BIN2 phosphorylation and inhibition of YDA and SPCH. In addition, CLE9/10 bind with HSL1 and SERKs 

to modulate stomata patterning, probably through activating the YDA cascade. (B) During inflorescence 

development, ERECTA family receptors interact with SERKs upon binding of EPFL4/6, activating the YDA 

cascade to control the SAM size. The downstream transcription factors are unknown. (C) SSP (BSK12) 

functions upstream of the YDA cascade to regulate zygote polarity. MPK3/6 phosphorylates the 

transcription factor WRKY2, which then activates the expression of WOX8. The transcription factors HDG 

11/12 also promote WOX8 expression. The upstream receptor was unknown. Whether other BSKs also 

function upstream of YDA was also unrevealed.  

 

The BR-signaling kinases (BSKs) are membrane-anchored proteins functioning 

downstream of LRR-RKs. According to their structure and kinase activity, BSKs are 

considered pseudokinases [48]. In Arabidopsis, this protein family contains 12 members: 
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BSK1-BSK12. BSK1/3/5/6/7/8/11 can be phosphorylated by BRASSINOSTEROID 

INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1) in BR signaling [49, 50]. BRI1 activates BSK1 by phosphorylating 

its Ser-230 site [49]. Additionally, FLAGELLIN-SENSITIVE 2 (FLS2) interacts with BSK1 

to regulate the innate immune response [51]. It was unknown Whether BSKs function 

downstream of ERf and other LRR-RKs. 

SPEECHLESS (SPCH), MUTE and FAMA are the basic helix-loop-helix (bHLH) 

transcription factors that modulate three consecutive steps during stomata formation: 

initiation, meristemoid differentiation and guard cell morphogenesis [52]. SCREAM (SCRM) 

and SCRM2 are paralogous proteins in the bHLH family. They directly interact with SPCH, 

MUTE and FAMA, and specify their sequential actions [53]. The activity of SPCH is 

suppressed by MPK3/6 through direct phosphorylation [17]. Recent evidences indicate that 

SCRM functions as a scaffold to recruit MPK3/6 to SPCH. MPK6 directly binds to the 

SCRM bipartite motif, phosphorylating SCRM and activating its degradation [54]. In 

addition, SPCH directly binds the promoter of EPF2 and TMM to activate their expression, 

thereby forming a negative feedback loop to fine-tune the stomata patterning [55]. The 

functions of SPCH, MUTE and FAMA during stomata formation seem to be conserved in 

tomato and grasses [25, 56]. Moreover, the BR signaling pathway affects stomata pattern 

through the phosphorylation and inhibition of YDA and SPCH by the Glycogen Synthase 

Kinase 3 (GSK3) kinase BIN2 [57]. 

 

2.3 The YDA signaling pathway during inflorescence development 

The YDA pathway also regulates inflorescence architecture in Arabidopsis (Figure 4). 

Compact flowers are observed in yda, mkp3+/- mpk6 and the mkk4/mkk5 amiRNA lines 

while expressing yda-CA or constitutively active MKK4/MKK5 increases the pedicel 

length [18, 31]. Suppressing the function of ERf and SERKs also cause compact flowers [31, 

43]. In er erl1 erl2, the SAM size expands strikingly. ERFL1/2/4/6 expressed in the 

boundary of the SAM are suggested to activate ERf in the SAM region [35, 58]. ERf also 

regulates inflorescence architecture in tomato, suggesting that the function of ERf 

receptors might be conserved [59]. It is worth mentioning that expressing yda-CA only 

weakly rescues the inflorescence architecture of  er erl1 erl2  and  partially  rescues  the 
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pedicel length of the er single mutant, suggesting that other MKKKs might also function 

downstream of ERf during inflorescence development [18, 31].  

The WUSCHEL-CLAVATA3 (WUS-CLV3) negative feedback loop is well known to 

regulate SAM homeostasis. WUS is expressed in the organizing center. It activates CLV3 

expression in the SAM which in turn suppresses WUS expression [60]. In er erl1 erl2, the 

expression domain of WUS and CLV3 is exaggerated [31, 61, 62]. Interestingly, while SAM 

development and CLV3 expression are entirely blocked in the wus loss-of-function mutant, 

CLV3 expression of the L1 layer and the SAM size are restored in the wus er erl1 erl2 

mutant. This result suggests that the CLV3 expression of the L1 layer is regulated by ERf 

in a WUS-independent way [62]. How the YDA pathway regulates inflorescence 

architecture and the SAM size is still ambiguous. As WUS and CLV3 expressions are 

affected in er erl1 erl2, whether the YDA pathway directly regulates WUS and CLV3 

expressions needs to be investigated.  

 

2.4 The YDA signaling pathway during embryogenesis 

The YDA cascade plays an indispensable role during embryogenesis in Arabidopsis 

(Figure 4). The zygote loses polarity and divides symmetrically when the function of the 

YDA-MKK4/5-MPK3/6 cascade is blocked. Then the basal daughter cell adopts an 

embryo-like development, leading to an embryo without a suspensor [19, 27, 63]. In contrast, 

in yda-CA the first division becomes more asymmetric and a filamentous embryo without 

an embryo proper is formed, resulting in embryonic lethality [63]. Thus, the YDA cascade 

promotes zygote polarity and suspensor differentiation while inhibiting proembryo identity. 

YDA regulates embryogenesis with a zygotic effect [63]. MKK4/5 and MPK3/6, however, 

modulate this process with a combination of zygotic effect and maternal effect [19].  

SHORT SUSPENSOR (SSP) functions upstream of the YDA cascade to modulate 

embryogenesis with a paternal effect [64, 65]. It is presumed that functional SSP transcripts 

in the zygote are delivered from the sperm cell [64]. The embryonic phenotype of the ssp 

loss-of-function mutant is weaker than yda, suggesting there are other signal inputs for 

YDA activation. SSP (BSK12) belongs to the BSK family. Whether other BSKs function 

upstream of the embryonic YDA pathway was unreported. Embryo Surrounding Factor 1 

(ESF1)  is expressed in  the endosperm and secreted to the  embryo to affect suspensor 
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development. This small protein is suggested to function upstream of SSP [66]. The WRKY 

transcription factors are a large family in plants that recognize the W box motif of DNA. 

There are up to 100 WRKY proteins in Arabidopsis. The name WRKY is defined by the 

conserved N-terminal WRKYGQK sequence within a conserved 60 amino acid region 

called the WRKY domain [67]. During embryogenesis, WRKY2 is expressed in the zygote, 

the basal daughter cell and the suspensor (Figure 5). The wrky2 loss-of-function mutant 

exhibits reduced zygote elongation and more symmetric zygote division, recapitulating 

the yda phonotypes. WRKY2 can be phosphorylated by MPK3/6, which then enforces the 

expression of the WUSCHEL-RELATED HOMEOBOX (WOX) transcription factor WOX8 

(Figure 4) [68, 69]. 

 

Figure 5. The apical-basal patterning and auxin response during early embryogenesis in Arabidopsis [70]. 

(a) Expression patterns of WRKY2 and WOX genes. (b) Auxin signaling and hypophysis specification. 

 

WOX8 has a similar expression pattern to WRKY2 during embryogenesis (Figure 5). It 

regulates development of the whole embryo together with WOX9 [71]. WOX9 initially has 
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an overlapping expression pattern with WOX8. Then it is expressed in the lower tier of 

the proembryo and the upper tier of the suspensor (Figure 5). Interestingly, while the 

embryonic development is significantly deregulated in the wox8 wox9 mutant, the initial 

zygote division seems unaffected. WOX2 is expressed in the zygote, the apical daughter 

cell and the proembryo (Figure 5). Its expression is blocked in wox8 wox9. When WOX2 

driven by the WOX9 promoter was introduced into wox8 wox9, a prominent zygote 

polarity defect was observed while the apical cell fate was restored, suggesting a 

coordination between WOX8/9 and WOX2 in controlling zygote polarity and cell fates [71].  

Despite the obvious phenotype, the zygote polarity defect of wrky2 is still weaker than 

that of yda and mpk3 mpk6, suggesting the direct involvement of other transcription 

factors downstream of the YDA cascade. In addition, WOX8 expression is regulated by 

the HOMEODOMAIN GLABROUS (HDG) transcription factors HDG11/12 which show a 

maternal effect on zygote polarization (Figure 4)[69]. Whether HDG11/12 function 

downstream of MPK3/6, however, has not been deciphered by far. GROUNDED (GRD) 

is a RWP-RK transcription factor broadly expressed during early embryogenesis. 

Although Genetic evidence suggests that GRD functions downstream of YDA, GRD is not 

a direct target of MPK3/6 [72]. How GRD affects zygote polarity and whether it regulates 

the expression of WOX genes are remain ambiguous.  

 

3 Auxin signal during early embryogenesis 

Auxin signal plays a fundamental role in embryogenesis [70]. PIN-FORMED (PIN) proteins 

are auxin efflux carriers anchored in the plasma membrane. After zygote division, PIN7 

is localized in the basal-cell plasma membrane adjacent to the apical cell for auxin 

transport (Figure 5). The apical cell shows an auxin response while the auxin response 

is compromised in the basal cell [73]. PIN1 is expressed in the proembryo and is 

responsible for the auxin transport to the putative hypophysis. From the 16/32-cell stage 

onward, PIN7 is reversely localized in suspensor cells, presumably mediating the auxin 

transport to the suspensor. Strong auxin response then takes place in the hypophysis, 

the precursor of root meristem. Later, it also occurs in cotyledon primordium tips and the 

developing vasculature [70, 73-75]. 
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The auxin response is mediated by Aux/IAAs and Auxin Response Factors (ARFs). 

MONOPTEROS (MP)/ARF5 and its inhibitor BODENLOS (BDL)/IAA12 are expressed in 

the apical cell lineage. When the apical auxin response is suppressed either by directly 

stabilizing BDL to inhibit ARF activities or by knocking out PINs to retard auxin influx, the 

apical daughter cell divides horizontally. Then an abnormal embryo proper is formed, 

indicating importance of the auxin response in determining the apical cell identity and the 

proembryo formation [73, 74]. Recent data suggest that auxin transported from surrounding 

maternal tissue facilitates the auxin response in the apical cell [76]. Auxin signal also 

controls the ACD from the 8-cell embryo to the 16-cell embryo where the outer-layer 

protoderm is generated. In addition, auxin signal is also essential for hypophysis initiation 

and its ACD. The mp loss-of-function mutant and the stabilized bdl mutant fail to specify 

the hypophysis [74, 77], probably because of reduced PIN1 expression in the proembryo 

that impedes auxin transport to the hypophysis [78]. According to 3D imaging, auxin affects 

embryonic cell divisions and differentiations by overriding the “shortest wall” rule which is 

usually complied in symmetric cell divisions [79]. Furthermore, embryo-like proliferations 

are observed when the auxin response is suppressed in the suspensor, suggesting that 

the auxin response inhibits embryonic transition of suspensor cells [80]. 

In yda-CA, the apical daughter cell divides horizontally, reminiscent of the suppressed 

auxin response [63, 73]. However, it is still elusive whether auxin signal modulates zygote 

polarity and whether the embryonic auxin response is blocked in yda-CA. 

 

4 Gene expression states during reproduction 

In animals and plants, the egg cell is much larger than the sperm cell, thus providing more 

proteins and RNAs for initiation of embryogenesis. Transcriptional activation of zygote 

genome then conducts development. In animals, the maternal-to-zygotic transition (MZT) 

undergoes two steps: (i) the elimination of maternal transcripts and (ii) the activation of 

de novo zygotic transcription [81]. In flowering plants, conflicting descriptions about timing 

of the MZT and degree of parental contribution to early embryogenesis have been 

reported [82-88]. Recent evidences from manually isolated single cells illuminate that the 

progressive MZT in flowering plants is similar to the animal MZT [89, 90]. 
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During the MZT and embryogenesis of flowering plants, many genes show parent-of-

origin expression (binary imprinting) [89-91]. Paternally expressed genes (PEGs) and 

maternally expressed genes (MEGs) have been shown to play pivotal roles in nutrition 

transfer, endosperm proliferation, embryogenesis and the control of seed size [92]. For 

instance, the PEGs BABY BOOM (BBM) control the initiation of embryogenesis in rice [93]; 

the auxin biosynthesis enzymes YUCCA 10 (YUC10) and TRYPTOPHAN 

AMINOTRANSFERASE OF ARABIDOPSIS 1 (TAA1) are paternally imprinted for 

endosperm proliferation in Arabidopsis [94]. During Arabidopsis embryogenesis, parental 

genomes contribute equally to the transcriptomes of both the apical-cell lineage and the 

basal-cell lineage. Intriguingly, more PEGs and MEGs are detected in the suspensor than 

in the embryo proper [95]. 

Genomic imprinting is conferred mainly by DNA methylation and histone methylation. 

While some epigenetic regulators have been extensively studied such as the FIS-PRC2 

complex, the DEMETER (DME) glycosylase and the DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 

(MET1), it is still largely unknown how genomic imprinting is established in plants [92]. 

Notably, some imprinting regulators are themselves imprinted, such as MEDEA (MEA) 

and FERTILISATION INDEPENDENT SEED 2 (FIS2) [96-98]. Besides binary imprinting, 

abundant genes have differential expression levels of parental alleles, which is called 

parental biased expression or differential imprinting.  

 

5 Polarized protein localization during cell polarization 

In many animal species, the sperm entry site can function as positional cue [99, 100]. 

Similarly, the sperm entry site in the brown alga Fucus can also function as positional cue 

in the absence of other polarizing cues [101]. In contrast to animals and algae, the egg cell 

of flowering plants is embedded in ovule tissues, and their zygote polarity is always set 

up along a putative apical-basal axis. The sperm entry side, therefore, seems not to affect 

zygote polarity. Consistently, in vitro experiments with rice gametes argue against the 

correlation between sperm entry side and zygote polarity [102].  

Although the YDA pathway has been described for more than 10 years, it remains unclear 

how elongating zygote is polarized by this pathway. Similar to the Arabidopsis zygote, 

some cell types adopt a tip-grown manner, such as the root hair and the germinated pollen 
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[9, 10]. Many cell types also divide asymmetrically to generate daughter cells with different 

sizes, shapes or identities, such as the MMC mentioned above, the lateral root founder 

cell, root meristem cells, the hypophysis, the procambium and the monocot SMC [103]. 

Collective evidence suggests that polarized protein localization contributes prominently 

to cell polarity.  

PAN1 is a LRR-RLK in maize lacking kinase activity. It is localized in the SMC at the 

conjunction sites to the GMC. Loss of PAN1 causes formation of abnormal subsidiary 

cells as a result of loss of SMC polarity [104]. Polarized localization of PAN1 requires PAN2 

which is also a LRR-RLK and has a similar localization to PAN1 [105]. In addition, the 

polarized accumulation of PAN receptors is regulated by the SCAR/WAVE complex [106]. 

It is suggested that ligands secreted from the GMC may activate PAN receptors in the 

SMC. GOLVEN 6 (GLV6) and GLV10 are CLAVATA3/Embryo Surrounding Region-

Related (CLE)-like peptides regulating lateral root initiation in Arabidopsis. After the first 

ACD of lateral root founder cells, GLV6/10 peptides inhibit a second ACD of flanking cells 

through RGF1 INSENSITIVE (RGI) receptors and MPK6. In addition, the overexpression 

of GLV6 results in a symmetric division of pericycle cells, suggesting that the GLV 

gradient is important for the first ACD [107]. SOSEKI proteins are ancient polar proteins 

across the plant kingdom, and their polar accumulation sheds light on global polarity cues 

in Arabidopsis [108, 109]. 

Rho of Plants (ROP) are plant-specific small G proteins that switch between an inactive 

GDP-binding version and an active GTP-binding version [110, 111]. In maize, ROP2/9 are 

required for normal subsidiary cell formation. ROP2/9 show similar localization to PAN1 

and their polarized accumulation necessitates PAN1 [112]. In Arabidopsis, ROPs show 

polarized accumulation in the formation side of future root hairs, and in the tips of both 

growing root hairs and elongating pollen tubes. They control cell elongation through 

interacting with Receptor-like Protein Kinase 2 (RPK2) in pollen tubes or with FERONIA 

(FER) in root hairs [110, 111]. In addition, ROP2 and ROP6 are polarly localized at pavement 

cell plasma membrane to modulate pavement cell interdigitation [111]. During root 

development, ROP3 regulates the polarized localization of PIN1 and PIN3 but not PIN2 

[113]. Furthermore, ROP3 also modulates zygote polarity and hypophysis development [113]. 

Arabidopsis  zygote  also  adopts  a tip-grown manner,  resembling  the root hair and the 
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pollen tube. Whether ROP3 is polarly localized in the tip of the elongating zygote has not 

been unfolded yet. Since ROP3 affects PIN localization, it is tempting to investigate 

whether the auxin response also affects zygote polarity.  

During stomata development, BASL is localized in the nucleus and on the edge distal to 

the putative division plane in the MMC. BASL interacts with YDA and polarizes its 

localization to the same edge. After the activation of the YDA cascade, MPK6 

phosphorylates BASL, which is important for the polarized localization of BASL. Thus, a 

positive feedback loop is formed to affect SPCH abundance in the two daughter cells of 

the MMC, generating a SLGC and a meristemoid [153]. Furthermore, BASL is required for 

the polarized localization of POLAR in stomatal cell lineages which serves as a scaffold 

for the polarization of BIN2 and ATSK12 [154, 155].  

 

6 The HAESA family receptors 

Plant LRR-RKs are divided into 15 subfamilies based on the kinase domain phylogeny. 

LRR-RK XI subfamily contains 27 members, including the HAESA subgroup that consists 

of 8 proteins: HAESA (HAE), HAESA-like 1 (HSL1), HSL2, HSL3, Receptor-like kinase 7 

(RLK7), HAIKU2 (IKU2), C-TERMINALLY ENCODED PEPTIDE RECEPTOR 1 (CEPR1) 

and CEPR2 (Figure 6) [29, 114]. According to the phylogeny of LRR-RK XI in vascular plants 

and bryophytes, HAE and IKU2 are likely novel genes resulted from gene duplication 

events in the eudicot lineage [115].  

 

Figure 6. The phylogeny of the HAESA subgroup of the LRR-RK XI subfamily in Arabidopsis. 

Based on the protein sequence, the tree is constructed using the Neighboring Joining method with 1000 

bootstrap replicates. The protein distance measure method is Jukes-Cantor.  GASSHO1 (GSO1), another 
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LRR-RK XI receptor, is used as the outgroup. Bootstrap values are shown as percentage at branch points. 

Scale bar represents 0.1 nucleotide substitutions per site. 

  

HAE/HSL2 are expressed in the abscission zone and the lateral root. By perceiving IDA, 

HAE/HSL2 function redundantly to regulate floral organ abscission and lateral root 

emergence which also involve MKK4/5 and MPK3/6 [45, 116, 117]. HSL1 recognizes CLE9/10 

to mediate stomata development [46]. HSL3 represses stomatal closure through mediating 

the H2O2 level in guard cells [118]. IKU2 is expressed in early endosperms and regulates 

endosperm cellularization and seed size. Interestingly, iku2 loss-of-function mutants also 

show slightly delayed embryogenesis [119]. RLK7 is expressed in vegetative tissues, in the 

micropylar region of the ovule, and in embryos from the globular stage onward. It 

regulates seed germination speed and the tolerance to oxidative stress [120].  In addition, 

it enhances immune response by perceiving PAMP-Induced Peptide 1 (PIP1) [120, 121]. 

Furthermore, a recent research indicates RLK7 binds PIP-Like 3 (PIPL3) to regulate the 

spacing of lateral root funder cells by suppressing the new funder cell initiation near a 

specified one [122]. CEPR1/2 control lateral root development upon interacting with the C-

terminally encoded peptides (CEPs) [123].  
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Aim of the thesis 

While the YDA signaling pathway in stomata patterning has been explicitly investigated, 

the embryonic YDA signaling pathway is still poorly understood. Dissecting how the YDA 

signaling pathway establishes zygote polarity is an interesting topic. Many important 

components of this pathway are still missing and whether the YDA signaling itself is 

polarized temporally or spatially in the zygote has not been reported. This thesis aims to 

enhance our understanding on the embryonic YDA pathway by focusing on the following 

aims: 

1. Although the ssp loss-of-function mutant shows obvious defects in zygote polarity and 

embryonic development, the embryo phenotype is not as severe as that of the yda loss-

of-function mutant, suggesting that other signal inputs may also stimulate the embryonic 

YDA pathway. SSP belongs to the BSK family which consists of 12 members in 

Arabidopsis. Thus, our first aim was to investigate whether other BSKs also modulate the 

embryonic YDA pathway. 

2. While EPF1/2 and ERf function upstream of YDA during stomata patterning, the 

upstream receptor signal of the embryonic YDA pathway remains unrevealed. my aim 

was to determine which receptors function upstream of YDA to regulate zygote polarity. 

In addition, I aimed to identify LRR-RKs that may activate the YDA cascade in other 

tissues. 

3. In yda-CA transgenic lines, long filamentous embryos are formed, indicating that the 

YDA pathway inhibits embryonic identity. However, what identity these cells possess in 

these filaments has not been studied. The filamentous embryos are also observed when 

auxin response is compromised, possibly linking the YDA signal with auxin response. My 

third aim was to illuminate the altered cell identities upon YDA activation and the auxin 

response state in these cells. 

4. The YDA signal is polarized in the MMC. However, whether it is also polarized in the 

zygote has not been unfolded. By checking the localization of key components in the 

ovule, my fourth aim was to investigate whether some components of the embryonic YDA 

pathway are polarly localized and to disentangle how their localization affects zygote 

polarity.   
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Chapter I 

SSP is a robust signaling input of the embryonic YDA pathway 

 

Results  

1. BSK1/2 function upstream of the YDA cascade 

BSK1 and BSK2 are close homologs of SSP (BSK12). Broadly expressed in plant tissues, 

BSK1/2 have been uncovered to regulate both developmental and immune processes [49-

51]. We found that BSK1 and BSK2 function redundantly to mediate stomata patterning, 

inflorescence architecture and embryonic development [124]. The phenotype of clustered 

stomata in the bsk1 bsk2 loss-of-function mutant can be rescued by expressing yda-CA, 

indicating that BSK1/2 function upstream of YDA. Notably, a significant zygote polarity 

defect was observed in the bsk1 bsk2 ssp triple mutant, almost mimicking the yda defect. 

These results reveal that BSK1/2 and SSP are pivotal regulators functioning upstream of 

YDA [124]. 

  

2. SSP is a constitutively active version of BSK1 

Although SSP and BSK1/2 are homologous genes, the ssp single mutant already exhibits 

strong embryonic defects, implying that SSP and BSK1/2 may possess different protein 

properties. When expressed by the sperm cell-specific MGH3 promoter, BSK1 did not 

rescue the zygote polarity defect of bsk1 bsk2 ssp while SSP partially rescued the defect. 

Thus, the difference between BSK1 and SSP cannot be simply explained by different 

expression patterns. When expressed in protoplasts, SSP apparently affected the 

expression of target genes and increased the phosphorylation of MPK3/6.  Similar results 

were observed for yda-CA but not for BSK1. These results suggest that SSP is a 

constitutively active version of BSK1. 

 

3. The TPR domain of SSP confers the hyperactivity 

The intramolecular interaction between the kinase domain and the Tetratricopeptide 

repeat (TPR) domain of OsBSK3 has been suggested to suppress OsBSK3 activity [125]. 

Different  from  BSK1, SSP  has lost  this  interaction, making itself a constitutively active 
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form of BSK1. By swapping domains between SSP and BSK1, we further found that the 

TPR domain is responsible for the hyperactivity of SSP. SSP has four TPR motifs in its 

TPR domain. A close inspection revealed that the first and the second TPR motifs are 

necessary for SSP hyperactivity [124]. SSP has been shown to directly interact with YDA 

[65]. We further found that the TPR domains of SSP and BSK1 can bind with the kinase 

domain of YDA in a yeast-two hybrid experiment. Thus, it seems plausible that the loss 

of intramolecular binding in SSP facilitates the YDA activation. 

 

Discussion 

1. BSK1/2 and SSP have extremely different expression patterns  

Although SSP is a constitutively active version of BSK1, their expression patterns are 

extremely different. SSP transcripts are only detected in the sperm cell and the zygote [64, 

90]. BSK1/2 are ubiquitously expressed during development. Notwithstanding, the BSK1/2 

transcriptional level in the sperm cell is very low according to experimental and 

transcriptomic data [64, 126-128]. When SSP is expressed by the CaMV 35S promoter 

(35Spro:SSP), stomata development is entirely blocked, reminiscent of the yda-CA lines. 

Those transgenic seedlings are dwarfed and show lethality [64], demonstrating that 

increasing SSP dosage in other tissues is deleterious. In contrast, 35Spro:BSK1 only 

rescues the bsk1 bsk2 stomata defect to the wild-type level [124]. Thus, the specific 

temporal and spatial expression of SSP seems both advantageous and inalterable for 

Arabidopsis development. It would be intriguing to investigate the mechanism of the 

specific expression pattern of SSP in comparison with BSK1/2.  

The functional SSP transcripts in the zygote is suggested to be inherited from the sperm 

cell [64].  However, recent evidence challenges this presumption. In the sperm cell, the 

repressive histone methylation marker H3K27me3 is generally erased. Instead, the 

positive histone methylation marker H3K4me3 is enriched in PEGs but not in MEGs. The 

transcriptionally primed state of the sperm chromatin probably accelerates the expression 

of PEGs after fertilization [129]. As the histone methylation state of SSP is similar to that of 

many PEGs, newly transcribed SSP mRNA from the paternal allele may also contribute 

to zygote polarity after plasmogamy [129]. If SSP is indeed a PEG, it is still extremely 

different from other PEGs since SSP transcripts cannot be detected any more after zygote 
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division [90]. A new question arises: how its transcription is shut down before the first 

asymmetric division.  

 

2. The TPR domains of SSP and BSK1 interact with YDA 

Previously, the 3D structure of the Arabidopsis BSK8 catalytic domain (kinase domain) 

was revealed. BSK8 harbors an unusual CFG motif within the ATP-binding region. It is 

considered a pseudokinase because its catalytic domain is unable to bind ATP analogues 

and shows no catalytic activity [48]. In rice, the interaction between the kinase domain and 

the TPR domain of OsBSK3 is able to suppress the binding of AtBSU1 to OsBSK3 kinase 

domain in vitro. OsBRI1 can phosphorylate OsBSK3 kinase domain, which blocks the 

intramolecular interaction of OsBSK3 [125]. The current model is that BRI1 directly 

phosphorylates BSK3 kinase domain, prohibiting the suppressive binding between BSK3 

kinase domain and its TPR domain. Then the open conformation of BSK3 functions as a 

scaffold to recruit BSU1 through BSK3 kinase domain to provoke the BR signaling. 

Consistent with this model, we found that BSK1 activity is also suppressed by this 

intramolecular interaction. In contrast, this interaction has been lost in SSP and its 

hyperactivity necessitates its first two TPR motifs. However, rather than the kinase 

domains of SSP and BSK1, their TPR domains interact with YDA in our yeast-two hybrid 

experiment [124]. TPR domains are considered to serve as platforms for protein-protein 

interactions [130]. It is tempting to speculate that the kinase and TPR domains of BSKs 

may be involved in recruitment of different substrates in different contexts such as 

recruiting BSU1 and YDA. Intriguingly, BIN2, the substrate of BSU1, can directly 

phosphorylate and inhibit YDA [57]. How BSKs activate downstream targets might be more 

elusive than our current understanding.  

Since the swapping of kinase domains between SSP and BSK1 did not alter their activity 

[124], it is pivotal to dissect the mechanism by which specific TPR motifs determine BSK 

activity. The 3D structures of both the TPR domains and the full-length proteins of SSP 

and BSK1 will enable a better understanding of the activity difference. Nevertheless, it 

remains to be elucidated whether the suppression of the intramolecular interaction of BSK 

is a prerequisite for binding and activation of substrates
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Chapter II 

Independent parental contributions initiate zygote polarization in 

Arabidopsis thaliana 

 

Results 

1. ERf regulates zygote polarity  

As shown in Chapter I, BSK1/2 and SSP function upstream of the embryonic YDA 

pathway [124]. In other contexts, BSKs directly interact with LRR-RKs, such as FLS2 and 

BRI1 [49-51]. However, the receptor of the embryonic YDA pathway was still unknown. The 

YDA cascade functions downstream of ERf during stomata patterning, thus it is important 

to dissect whether ERf also regulates zygote polarity. First, I found ERf modulates zygote 

polarity and suspensor development with ER taking the main function [131]. The er erl1 

and er erl2 phenotypes were weaker than yda. I was not able to directly check the 

embryos of the er erl1 erl2 triple mutant because of its infertility [30, 31, 63]. In YDA/yda 

heterozygous mutants, a quarter of zygotes are extremly short and symmetrically divide, 

indicating that YDA regulates embryogenesis with a zygotic effect [63, 131]. Although the 

genotype segregation ratio of the offspring in the ER/er erl1 erl2 plant followed the 

Mendelian law, the distribution of offspring zygote length was similar to that of wild type, 

suggesting a non-zygotic effect of ER on zygote polarity. By reciprocal crosses of er erl1 

or er erl2 with wild type, I observed a maternal effect of ERf on zygote polarity and 

suspensor length.  

 

2. ER and BSK1 show a sporophytic maternal effect on zygote polarization 

Maternal effects can be divided into two cases: The phenotype of the zygote is determined 

(i) by the genotype of the female gamete (so called gametophytic maternal effect) or (ii) 

by the genotype of the female sporophyte (so called sporophytic maternal effect). In the 

case of ER, as the offspring genotypes of ER/er erl1 erl2 follow the Mendelian law, the 

genotype of 50% female gametes should be er erl1 erl2. However, the distribution of 

zygote length did not show a 1:1 ratio in the ER/er erl1 erl2 plant, excluding the possibility 
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of a gametophytic maternal effect for ER. Using similar experiments, I found that BSK1 is 

also under a sporophytic maternal control. 

 

3. ERf directly functions in the zygote 

We then investigate how sporophytic tissue-derived ER regulates embryogenesis. Using 

the ERpro:3xVenus-N7 promoter lines and ERpro:ER-YPet rescued lines, I observed strong 

YFP signal in the integument. In contrast, I was not able to detect clear YFP signals in 

the egg cell and early zygotes. A similar result was observed in the RNA in-situ 

hybridization experiment. Nonetheless, according to published data, the ER mRNA is 

detected in the egg cell and early zygotes, albeit at weak levels [90]. Because the YDA 

signal does happen in the zygote and the er erl2 zygote defect was rescued by introducing 

yda-CA, we believe that the ERf signal still directly functions in the zygote [131]. 

Considering that very low amounts of ER-YFP proteins were able to rescue the phenotype 

of clustered stomata in er erl1 erl2, we believe the ER protein level in the zygote is just 

too low to be detected with microscopy [131]. To further determine this possibility, I took 

advantage of the anti-GFP nanobody which has been used to specifically degrade 

GFP/YFP-containing proteins in mammalian cells, Drosophila and Arabidopsis [132-134]. In 

our case, the anti-GFP nanobody was introduced to an ERpro:ER-YPet er erl1 erl2 

rescued line. When the ER promoter was used to drive NSlm-vhhGFP4, an extreme dwarf 

phenotype was observed, indicating that the nanobody can be used to degrade ER-YPet. 

Then I use the egg cell-specific EGG CELL 1 (EC1) promoter to strongly express this 

nanobody in the egg cell. An obvious zygote polarity defect was observed, which indicates 

that the ER undoubtedly functions in the zygote. Although YFP signal in the zygote was 

not observed in ERpro:3xVenus-N7 and ERpro:ER-Ypet er erl1 erl2, distinguishable YFP 

signal was detected in the megaspore mother cell and the megaspore of these lines. This 

implies the functional ER mRNA or protein is inherited premeiotically from the megaspore 

mother cell. This hypothesis explains why ER directly regulates zygote polarity but with a 

sporophytic maternal effect.
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4. SSP activates YDA independently of ERf 

It has been shown that some factors of the embryonic YDA pathway, such as MKK4/5, 

MPK3/6 and HDG11/12, are partially or fully under the maternal control [19, 69]. Here we 

show ERf and BSK1/2 are also under the maternal control [131]. As these genes are 

conserved in flowering plants, a conserved maternal pathway and a Brassicaceae-

specific paternal SSP input seems to function together to regulate early embryogenesis 

in Arabidopsis. As SSP is a constitutively active version of BSK1 [124], we wonder whether 

SSP can activate YDA in an ERf-independent way. The er erl1 erl2 triple mutant is infertile, 

so we cannot directly test this hypothesis in the zygote. Since the YDA pathway also 

suppresses stomata formation, I checked whether ectopic expression of SSP could inhibit 

stomata formation in the absence of ERf. When introduced into er erl1 erl2, 35Spro:SSP 

fully blocked stomata formation while 35Spro:BSK1 did not rescue the phenotype of 

clustered stomata at all. This result indicates that SSP can function in an ERf-independent 

manner. ssp can further enhance the zygote polarity defect when crossed as pollen donor 

with er erl1, er erl2 and bsk1 bsk2, indicating that ssp is additive to these mutants. 

Furthermore, adding a single copy of SSP is able to partially rescue the zygote defect of 

er erl2. Taken together, these results suggest independent parental contributions 

converge on the YDA activation to establish zygote polarity. 

 

Discussion 

1. The origin of functional zygotic ER 

In this chapter, we demonstrate that ERf function upstream of YDA to modulate zygote 

polarity and early embryogenesis. ER and BSK1 show a sporophytic maternal effect. 

Sporophytic maternal effects on embryogenesis and endosperm development have been 

reported for more than two decades [135-137]. Recently, Robert et al. showed that auxin 

synthesized in the micropolar region of the integument can be transported into the zygote 

to affect early embryogenesis, indicating that the sporophytic maternal auxin supplement 

is indispensable for normal embryogenesis [76]. Given that the integument development 

of er erl mutants is abnormal, the easiest explanation for the er erl maternal influence 

might be that the defective integument of er erl indirectly affects zygote development. For 

example, the delivery of maternal molecules from the integument might be retarded in er 
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erl mutants. This correlation seems plausible as the ovule size and the zygote polarity in 

ER/er erl1 erl2 plant are both normal. This correlation is further reinforced by a strong 

ovule defect observed in bsk1 bsk2 (unpublished data, not shown) as BSK1 also shows 

a sporophytic maternal effect. However, when ER-YPet is specifically expressed in the er 

erl1 integument using the SEEDSTICK (STK) promoter [138], the integument defect was 

rescued while the zygote polarity was not restored (Figure 6, additional experiment not 

included in this publication), indicating that the zygote defect of er erl1 is not caused 

indirectly by its ovule defect.  

 

Figure 6. Expressing ER-YPet with the STK promoter does not rescue the zygote defect of er erl1. 

(A) The ovule shapes of er erl1 and er erl1 STKpro:ER-YPet lines before and after fertilization. 1DAP: 1 day 

after pollination. These images are merged images of the bright field image and the confocal image 

detecting YFP signals.  The scale bars represent 50 μm in all panels. (B-C) The zygote length (B) and the 

ratio of apical/basal cell length (C) of Col-0, er erl1, and er erl1 STKpro:ER-YPet lines. Letters above boxes 

refer to individual groups in a one-way ANOVA with a post hoc Tukey test (p < 0.05). 

 

Combining the yda-CA rescue experiment, the anti-GFP nanobody experiment, the ER 

expression pattern and the available transcriptomic data together, we presume that the 
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functional ER mRNA or protein in the zygote is inherited from the megaspore mother cell. 

Although a zygotic effect is not observed for ER and BSK1, it does not mean that the 

zygotic ER gene and BSK1 gene are not active during this stage. In fact, biallelic 

transcripts of ER and BSK1 are detected in the zygotes of reciprocal crosses between 

Col-0 and Ler [90]. These paternal transcripts are unlikely inherited from the sperm cell 

because both the transcriptional levels of ER and BSK1 are very low in the sperm cell 

[127]. ER and BSK1 need to be first delivered to plasma membrane for their function. As 

zygote polarization happens in a short period of time, the newly translated ER and BSK1 

proteins of the zygote genome might be too late to function in the zygote.  

Through the reciprocal crosses between Col-0 and Ler, the recent research shows that 

zygote length and suspensor length are determined by the maternal ecotype [95]. The 

authors presumed that these developments are mainly modulated by MEGs [95]. Since 

Ler (Landsberg erecta) is an er mutant, their observation is in agreement with our results 

that ER regulates these developments with a maternal effect [131]. However, biallelic ER 

transcripts are detected both in the zygote and the early suspensor, demonstrating that 

ER is not a maternal imprinting gene [95]. Our results suggest that the functional ER 

component in the zygote is probably inherited from the megaspore mother cell. In addition, 

we show that ER affects suspensor development also with a sporophytic maternal effect. 

Because the basal daughter cell generates the suspensor, the zygote polarity defect 

should successively lead to the suspensor defect.  

 

2.The possible ligand for the embryonic YDA pathway 

During stomata patterning and SAM development, EPFs/EPFLs directly bind and regulate 

the ERf activity [35, 39, 40, 139]. However, EPFs/EPFLs transcripts are barely detected in the 

egg cell and early zygotes [90]. It is tempting to check whether EPFs/EPFLs are expressed 

in the endosperm or the surrounding mother tissue. It is worth mentioning that some 

secreted small proteins and peptides have been shown to affect embryogenesis. CLE8 

regulates both embryo development and endosperm proliferation [140]. It was shown to be 

expressed in the endosperm and early embryos using RNA in-situ hybridization and 

promoter activity detection [140]. Contradictorily, CLE8 transcripts are not detected in the 

egg  cell,  the  zygote,  the  1-cell  embryo  and  the  32-cell  embryo  in  more  elaborate 
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transcriptomic data [90]. This expression pattern implies CLE8 non-cell-autonomously 

affects the whole embryogenesis, rather than just affect suspensor development as 

suggested by Fiume et al. [140]. CLE8 might be secreted from the endosperm to influence 

embryogenesis. In contrast, CLE9/10 transcripts are detected in the egg cell and early 

zygotes [90]. CLE9/10 bind with HSL1 and SERKs to regulate stomata patterning, probably 

functioning upstream of YDA [46]. Thus, they might also regulate the YDA activity during 

embryogenesis. CLE19 is expressed in both the embryo and the endosperm, and 

regulates cotyledon development in a non-cell-autonomous manner [141]. However, as the 

size of IDA and CLE peptides for the HAESA family is much smaller than EPFs/EPFLs, it 

seems unlikely that these small peptides serve as ligands for zygotic ERf proteins. Instead, 

they may activate the HAESA family receptors during early embryogenesis with either 

cell-autonomous or non-cell-autonomous manners. The endosperm ESF1 is shown to 

affect suspensor development [66]. It would be interesting to investigate whether it also 

influences zygote polarity.  

If the sporophytic maternal control of ER and BSK1 is conserved in the zygotes of 

flowering plants, this manner may also apply to the ligand for ERf. The ligand, therefore, 

is more likely to be secreted from sporophytic mother tissues than from the endosperm 

or the zygote. It is intriguing to inspect whether EPFs/EPFLs are expressed in the 

integument surrounding the zygote. 

 

3. Whether SERKs and TMM are involved in early embryogenesis 

During stomata patterning, SERKs and TMM are co-receptors of ERf [32, 39, 43]. SERKs 

also serve as co-receptors of many other LRR-RKs [44-47]. Recently, SERKs are shown to 

regulate the division pattern of embryonic vascular precursors [142]. Resembling the 

reported role of ERf [33], SERKs also affect late embryogenesis [142]. As the transcripts of 

SERKs and TMM are detected in early zygotes [90], it is extremely tempting to check their 

roles in establishing zygote polarity. Because the serk1 serk2 double mutant is male 

sterile due to defects in tapetum specification [143], we are unable to directly check the 

embryo of the serk1/2/3/4 quadruple mutant.  Instead, we checked the suspensor length 

of the F1 embryos generated from the crossing between serk1/2/3/4 (female) and 

serk1/2+/-/3/4 (male). Using this crossing direction, we can also detect parental effects if 
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existing. However, the suspensor development in these F1 embryos is normal (data not 

shown). The easiest explanation is that SERKs are not involved in early embryogenesis. 

Alternatively, SERK5 may still compensate the loss of other SERKs during early 

embryogenesis although it is previously considered as a pseudo-receptor [44, 47, 144]. 

Whether zygote polarity is retarded when TMM or all 5 SERKs are knocked out needs 

further inspection. 

 

4. SSP functions independently of ERf 

We showed that SSP can in principle function independently of ERf. We are not able to 

directly check this scenario in the zygote because the er erl1 erl2 plant produces no 

ovules. Thus, we turn into the epidermal system. Similar to yda-CA, ectopically expressed 

SSP influences stomata patterning in an ERf-independent manner. We propose in 

Chapter I that SSP constitutively adopts an active conformation. These results together 

suggest that SSP acts as an ERf-independent strong input for the YDA activation. In the 

beginning, we wonder whether zygote polarization is fully blocked if all ERf proteins are 

erased. As development of the ovule is entirely hindered in the er erl1 erl2 triple mutant 

[30, 31], we are unable to directly address this question. We presume that zygote polarity 

will not be entirely lost if all ERf proteins are removed because SSP functions 

independently of ERf.  

Does the ERf-independent manner indicate that the YDA activation can be receptor-

independent? As BSKs are considered as pseudokinase, it is unlikely that BSKs directly 

phosphorylate YDA. It is also unknown how yda-CA becomes constitutively active. 

Detecting the interaction among ERf, SSP/BSK1 and YDA/yda-CA will facilitate our 

understanding on SSP hyperactivity and YDA activation. 

 

5. The conflict of different parental interests 

When we carefully look at the embryonic YDA pathway, many components show maternal 

effect, containing ERf, BSK1/2, MKK4/5, MPK6 and HDG11/12 [19, 69, 131]. As these 

elements are evolutionally conserved in flowering plants, there seems to be a conserved 

pathway under the maternal control to regulate early embryogenesis. Despite the 

probably conserved maternal control, SSP, a strong paternal input to the YDA activation, 
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functions independently of the maternal ERf signal input [64, 124, 131]. This is reminiscent of 

the “parental conflict model” proposed by Haig and Westoby to explain the evolution of 

imprinting genes [145]. According to this model, parental imprinting genes are evolved 

because of conflicting interests of parents: The interest of the mother is the equal growth 

of all its progeny whereas the competing fathers want their own progeny to be 

preferentially nourished at the expense of other progeny [91, 146]. Recently, Picard er al. 

showed that the imprinting of Arabidopsis PEGs is strongest in the chalazal endosperm 

compared to other endosperm regions. The chalazal endosperm is the region for nutrition 

uptake to the endosperm, supporting the parental conflict theory [147].  

This theory fits our results for three reasons: (i) the most obvious influence of the 

independent parental inputs is on development of the suspensor which connects the 

embryo with the mother tissue for nutrient delivery; (ii) SSP functions in an ERf-

independent manner which overcomes the maternal control of YDA activation. However, 

as MKK4/5 and MPK6 are partially under the maternal control, SSP in fact cannot entirely 

override the maternal influence, resembling the tug-of-war. Nonetheless, a strong 

transient SSP boost just in the beginning may have been beneficial enough for these 

progeny to defeat other progeny of the same mother; (iii) the function of ER and BSK1 in 

early embryos is under a sporophytic maternal control. The effect of imprinting genes 

belongs to the gametophytic control. However, from the maternal point of view, the 

sporophytic control seems to make more sense because it also avoids the competition 

between progeny even when the mother plant is heterogeneous for the controlling gene.  

The “parental conflict” is used in outcrossing species where the sperm and the egg cell 

are from different individuals. A pivotal issue we should not overlook is that Arabidopsis 

thaliana is a self-crossing species. The evolution of the paternal SSP input in Arabidopsis 

thaliana might be just a coincidence since having the SSP input is advantageous. 

However, SSP is a Brassicaceae-specific gene [124]. Many species in the family are 

outcrossing species, including the close-relative species of Arabidopsis thaliana: 

Arabidopsis lyrata and Arabidopsis halleri. Therefore, this parental SSP contribution of 

Arabidopsis thaliana may have evolved in its ancestral species. Deciphering whether the 

paternal effect of SSP is conserved in Brassicaceae or at least in Arabidopsis genus will 

facilitate the understanding of SSP evolution. 
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Chapter III 

Screening for receptors functioning upstream of the YDA cascade 

 

Background 

LRR-RKs function together with SERKs to activate BSKs and a downstream MAPK 

signaling pathway in different contexts. Arabidopsis contains more than 200 LRR-RKs [29]. 

In comparison, it has 5 SERKs [148], 12 BSKs [124], 20 MAPKs, 10 MAPKKs and 

approximately 60 MAPKKKs [12, 15, 29, 124, 148, 149]. Some LRR-RKs have been revealed to 

share SERK co-receptors and some downstream BSKs, MAPKKs and MAPKs. Thus, the 

specificity of LRR-RK signals largely depends on the receptors themselves.  

The extracellular LRR domains of LRR-RKs are quite diverse, and they bind to specific 

ligands or peptides. Recently, Hohmann et al showed that brassinolide (BL) could induce 

the HAE signaling when the BRI1 LRR was fused with HAESA kinase domain, suggesting 

that the kinase domain of LRR-RK determines the cytoplasmic signaling specificity [150]. 

BAK1-INTERACTING RECEPTOR-LIKE KINASE 3 (BIR3) is a LRR-receptor 

pseudokinase that can constitutively bind with both LRR-RKs and their SERK co-

receptors through its extracellular domain in a ligand-independent manner. The BIR3 

binding is suppressive as it does not activate receptor signals and blocks the interaction 

between LRR-RKs and SERKs. Once the corresponding ligands are present, LRR-RKs 

and SERKs are released from BIR3 for interaction [150-155]. 

 

Results 

1. The BIR3 chimera enables a constitutive activation of SERK-dependent LRR-RK 

pathways 

Combining (i) the constitutive binding between BIR3 and SERKs, and (ii) the cytoplasmic 

signaling specificity conferred by LRR-RK kinase domain, we designed an approach to 

constitutively activate SERK-dependent LRR-RK signals in collaboration with Prof. Dr. 

Michael Hothorn at the University of Geneva (Figure 6) [156]. 

We demonstrated that when the ectodomain and transmembrane domain of BIR3 were 

fused with the intercellular domain of BRI1, HAE, ER or SCHENGEN 3 (SGN3), related
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Figure 6. The mechanism of the constitutive activation of LRR-RK signals by the BIR3 chimera 

(A) In wild type, BIR3 interacts constitutively with LRR-RKs or their SERK co-receptors through their 

extracellular domains to inhibit the interaction between LRR-RKs and SERKs when ligands do not exist. 

The intercellular domain of BIR3 does not have a kinase activity, thus it cannot activate receptors. When 

ligands exist, LRR-RKs and SERKs are released from BIR3 for binding with ligands. The interaction of their 

extracellular domains brings their kinase domains together to activate downstream targets.  (B) In the BIR3 

chimera, the BIR3 intercellular domain is replaced by the kinase domain of a LRR-RK. The extracellular 

interaction between the BIR3 chimera and SERKs brings the kinase domains together. Thus, the receptor 

signal is activated independently of the ligand binding. When the corresponding ligand exists, LRR-RK and 

SERKs might be released from the BIR3 chimera to transduce the ligand signal. Therefore, the receptor 

signaling will be always active with and without the ligand. 

 

receptor signals were constitutively activated in a SERK-dependent manner [156]. Driven 

by the MUTE promoter that is active in the epidermal meristemoid, the oBIR3-iER chimera 

significantly inhibited stomata initiation. In contrast, when ERECTA kinase domain in this 

chimera was replaced by FLS2 kinase domain, stomata formation was not influenced, 

suggesting BIR3 chimeras exhibit signal specificity [156].
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2. Chimeras of BIR3 and the HAESA family inhibited stomata formation when 

expressed with the MUTE promoter  

Both er erl1 erl2 and yda are extremely dwarfed with highly clustered stomata and 

aberrant inflorescence architectures [31]. However, vegetative defects of yda are still 

generally stronger than that of er erl1 erl2, arguing that other receptors may also regulate 

the YDA cascade. Recent research demonstrates that HSL1, another LRR-RK, functions 

together with SERKs to modulate stomata patterning by perceiving CLE9/10 peptides. It 

is speculated that the CLE9/10-HSL1 signaling and the EPF-ERf signaling converge on 

the YDA cascade to fine tune stomata spacing [46]. Given that some receptors in the 

HAESA family are related to seed development or the MAPK signaling pathway, it is 

possible that they are components in the YDA signaling pathway. 

Since SERKs also serve as co-receptors of the HAESA family [46, 156], we then applied this 

“BIR3 chimera” strategy to the HAESA family receptors to investigate whether these 

receptors are competent to activate YDA or not. Because MUTEpro:oBIR3-iER lines 

showed the activation of the stomatal YDA pathway, we used the MUTE promoter to drive 

our different chimeras and measured their stomatal phenotype to evaluate the ability to 

activate YDA. Considering that the HAEpro:oBIR3-iHAE construct rescued the floral 

abscission defect of hae hsl2 [156], we strongly believe that BIR chimeras of the HAESA 

family should suppress stomata initiation if they can activate YDA.  

As described in our approach, extracellular, transmembrane and cytoplasmic domains of 

the HAESA family were predicted by Phobius (https://phobius.sbc.su.se/, Table 1) [156]. 

 

Protein Signal peptide Non cytoplasmic Transmembrane Cytoplasmic 

BIR3 1 ~ 24 aa 25 ~ 218 aa 219 ~ 245 aa 246 ~ 601 aa 
ER 1 ~ 24 aa 25 ~ 580 aa 581 ~ 601 aa 602 ~ 976 aa 

FLS2 1 ~ 23 aa 25 ~ 806 aa 807 ~ 828 aa 602 ~ 1173 aa 
HAE 1 ~ 22 aa 23 ~ 622 aa 623 ~ 648 aa 649 ~ 999 aa 
HSL1 1 ~ 15 aa 16 ~ 618 aa 619 ~ 641 aa 642 ~ 996 aa 
HSL2 1 ~ 28 aa 29 ~ 631 aa 632 ~ 653 aa 654 ~ 993 aa 
HSL3 1 ~ 22 aa 23 ~ 627 aa 628 ~ 651 aa 652 ~ 1005 aa 
RLK7 1 ~ 28 aa 29 ~ 608 aa 609 ~ 631 aa 632 ~ 977 aa 
IKU2 1 ~ 19 aa 20 ~ 617 aa 618 ~ 635 aa 636 ~ 991 aa 

CEPR1 1 ~ 24 aa 25 ~ 593 aa 594 ~ 613 aa 614 ~ 966 aa 
CEPR2 1 ~ 31 aa 32 ~ 621 aa 622 ~ 641 aa 642 ~ 977 aa 

 

Table 1. Domains of the HAESA family receptors predicted by Phobius.

https://phobius.sbc.su.se/
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Then the CDS of BIR3 ectodomain and transmembrane domain was combined with the 

CDS of the cytoplasmic region of the HAESA family together with a YPet YFP at the C 

terminal (Figure 7). The MUTE promoter was used to drive these chimeras. 

MUTEpro:oBIR3-iER and MUTEpro:oBIR3-iFLS2 were used as a positive and negative 

control, respectively [156]. 

 
Figure 7. The construct of BIR3 chimeras. 

 

These constructs were transformed into Col-0. The epidermal cell layer of the cotyledon 

abaxial side were imaged with propidium iodide (PI) staining in 5-day old T2 transgenic 

seedlings. As described previously, stomata formation was prohibited in all 4 oBIR3-iER 

lines while all 12 oBIR3-iFLS2 lines generated normal stomata patterning (Figure 8 and 

Table 2).  

 
Figure 8. PI staining of the cotyledon epidermis of BIR3 chimera lines.
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The epidermal cell layer of the cotyledon abaxial side were imaged with PI staining in 5-day old T2 

transgenic seedlings. Three individual lines were shown for each construct. Scale bars represent 50 μm in 

all panels.  

 

For the HAESA family, seven of the eight chimera constructs suppressed stomata 

development to different extents (Figure 8 and Table 2). Interestingly, oBIR3-iCEPR1 

appeared not to affect stomata patterning as only one transgenic line exhibits a weak 

stomata defect. These result suggests that most of the HAESA family receptors can 

potentially activate the YDA pathway.  

 

Transgenic lines Total lines  
Lines with reduced 

stomata density 

MUTEpro:oBIR3-iFLS2 12 0 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iER 4 4 

MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHAE 16 16 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHSL1 19 8 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHSL2 16 10 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHSL3 13 13 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iIKU2 16 16 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iRLK7 19 10 

MUTEpro:oBIR3-iCEPR1 15 1 
MUTEpro:oBIR3-iCEPR2 13 6 

 

Table 2. Number of transgenic lines of each BIR3 chimera. 

 

3. The constitutive activity of oBIR3-iHSL1 is YDA-dependent 

HSL1 has been speculated to function upstream of the stomatal YDA pathway [46]. To 

determine whether these BIR3 chimeras really repressed stomata initiation through YDA, 

we crossed oBIR3-iER #1 and oBIR3-iHSL1 #15 with yda-11 which is a new loss-of-

function allele in Col-0 background [131]. The constitutive activations of oBIR3-iER and 

oBIR3-iHSL1 were blocked in yda-11, indicating that the function of these oBIR3 chimeras 

is YDA-dependent (Figure 9).  

Taken together, according to the stomatal phenotype of these BIR3 chimera lines, we 

deduce that the HAESA family receptors are potential upstream receptors of YDA. Similar 

to ERf, HSL1 also functions upstream of YDA to regulate stomata formation. Further 

research is required to investigate whether YDA really functions downstream of the other 

HAESA family receptors. 
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Figure 9. The constitutive activity of BIR3 chimeras is blocked in yda-11 

MUTEpro:oBIR3-iER and MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHSL1 were crossed with yda-11 respectively. 10-day-old 

cotyledon epidermis were stained with PI and then imaged with confocal microscopy. Scare bars 

represent 100 μm in all panels. 

 

Discussion 

1. Whether yda-CA functions in a receptor-independent way 

Based on the results from the specific expression of BIR3 chimeras in epidermal 

meristemoid, we conclude that most receptors of the HAESA family can potentially 

activate the YDA cascade. However, as these receptors are involved in different 

processes in different tissues, whether YDA really functions downstream of these 

receptors need explicit inspection. In principle, elaborate description of the phenotype of 

yda mutants should have revealed whether YDA is indeed an indispensable regulator in 

these tissues. However, the severe dwarfism and lethality features of yda impede further 

study [16, 63]. Another strategy to inspect the involvement of YDA is to introduce yda-CA in 

receptor mutants [16, 63], as exemplified by the rescue of defects of ERf loss-of-function 

mutants during stomata development, inflorescence development and embryogenesis [18, 

31, 131]. HSL1 regulates stomata patterning [46], and our results indicate that the oBIR3-

iHSL1 inhibition of stomata formation is YDA-dependent.  

Although yda-CA can function in an ERf-independent way, its functionality might be still 

receptor-dependent.  If HSL1  is another  signal input for YDA, there is one question that 
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should be addressed immediately: whether HSL1 can activate yda-CA in the er erl1 erl2 

background. This question is not trivial because if HSL1 also activates YDA independently, 

the rescue of er erl1 erl2 stomata defect by yda-CA cannot be simply explained by YDA 

functioning downstream of ERf. It is necessary to check whether yda-CA can still block 

stomata formation in an er erl1 erl2 hsl1 quadruple mutant background. Furthermore, 

expressing MUTEpro:oBIR3-iHSL1 in the er erl1 erl2 background may manifest whether 

HSL1 functions in an ERf-independent way. It is possible that ERf forms complexes with 

HSL1, considering that ERf can form homomers [43].  

If yda-CA still functions in the receptor-dependent way, and if ERf are the only receptors 

functioning upstream of YDA during inflorescence development, this might explain why 

yda-CA cannot fully rescue the inflorescence architecture defect of er erl1 erl2. This 

hypothesis is important because yda-CA may have been introduced in other receptor 

mutants in unpublished trials. For example, HAESA/HSL2 have been shown to function 

upstream of MKK4/5 and MPK3/5 while the corresponding MKKK is still unknown so far 

[116, 117, 157]. If YDA is indeed involved but yda-CA functionality still relies on functional 

HAE/HSL2, the rescue of hae hsl2 defect by yda-CA may never be achieved. In essence, 

a basic question is how yda-CA becomes a dominant-active version of YDA. The protein-

protein interaction test among receptors, BSKs and YDA or yda-CA will strengthen our 

understanding on the functional mechanism of YDA. Then another question arises: 

whether SSP functions in a receptor-independent manner or just in the ERf-independent 

manner. 

 

2. Possible receptors for the embryonic YDA pathway 

If HSL1 and ERf receptors converge on the YDA cascade to modulate stomata patterning, 

whether the HAESA family receptors also regulate the zygotic YDA cascade needs to be 

further addressed. In our BIR3 chimera constructs, only oBIR3-iCEPR1 lines showed 

normal stomata formation, implying that CEPR1 may not activate the YDA. Intriguingly, 

CEPR1 is also the only HAESA family gene of which the transcripts is not detected at all 

in the egg cell and the zygote. Similar to oBIR3-iER, all oBIR3-iHAE, oBIR3-iHSL3 and 

oBIR3-iIKU2 lines showed obvious stomata defects, implying that HAE, HSL3 and IKU2 

kinase domains possess higher competence to stimulate YDA compared to other HAESA 
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family receptors. Coincidentally, HAE, HSL3 and IKU2 also shows higher transcriptional 

levels in early zygotes in comparison with other HAESA family genes (Table 3) [90]. 

Combining our BIR3 chimera results with the published transcriptomic data, we consider 

HAESA, HSL3 and IKU2 potential upstream receptors of the zygotic YDA pathway. HAE 

and IKU2 have been suggested to be novel genes in the eudicot lineage [115]. Whether 

HAESA, HSL3 and IKU2 regulate zygote polarity requires further inspection.   

 

Gene Egg cell Zygote 14h Zygote 24 h 1-cell 

ER 70.87 25.50 8.08 5.19 
HAE 1.31 6.75 0.00 1.56 
HSL1 0.00 1.33 1.71 1.02 
HSL2 0.70 2.22 0.20 1.36 
HSL3 0.00 3.88 1.59 0.00 
IKU2 22.79 12.72 0.06 1.15 
RLK7 0.00 0.56 0.01 1.45 

CEPR1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
CEPR2 1.35 0.64 2.79 0.00 

 
Table 3. Transcription of the HAESA family genes in the egg cell, zygotes and the 1-cell embryo. 

This table is generated from the published data [90]. Zygote 14h, zygote of 14h after pollination. Zygote 24h, 

zygote of 24h after pollination. 1-cell, 1-cell embryo. Numbers indicate reads per million matched reads 

(RPM). >3 RPMs are marked in red. The ER transcriptional level is also listed here.  

 

Materials and Methods 

The materials and methods are as described in Hohmann et al.[156] 

 

Primer sequence 

Primer sequence Function 

HAE-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAAGTGTAGAAAACTCAGAGC Clone HAE  

kinase domain HAE-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCAACGCTGTTCAAGTCTTCCGTG 

HSL1-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAAGTACAGGACTTTCAAGAAAGC Clone HSL1 

kinase domain HSL1-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCAGCTATACTTCCTTGGTCTGAG 

HSL2-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAAAACCAAACCGTTATTCAAGAG Clone HSL2  

kinase domain HSL2-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCCTCTAGTGATTTCTTCTCTTTAAGC 

HSL3-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAGGGACTACACAAGGAAACAAAG Clone HSL3 

kinase domain HSL3-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCTACAAAACCTAAATCTTCATCTTC 

IKU2-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAAGATAAGACGAGATAAGTTG Clone IKU2 

kinase domain IKU2-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCTACAACTTTAGTAATCTCATC 
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RLK7-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAAGAAAACAGAGAAGAAGGAG Clone RLK7 

kinase domain RLK7-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCACTTATTTCTTTGACCTTGAC 

CEPR1-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCAGACAACGGATGAGTAAAAACAG Clone CEPR1 

kinase domain CEPR1-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCGAGTCTTGTTTGCGTGAGATG 

CEPR2-KD-IF-F1 TTCTGGTGGTTCTTCCGTTACAGAGTTGTGAAGATAC Clone CEPR2 

kinase domain CEPR2-KD-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCTACTGTAATCTTTCCAGTTGTG 
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Results 

By enhancing the YDA signal at early embryonic stages using S4pro:SSP-YFP, we 

designed a filamentous-embryo system to study the suspensor-embryo transition. The 

filamentous embryos showed the identity of early basal cells, implying that they were in 

an undifferentiated state. Secondary embryos were initiated from the basal cells, and 

healthy twin embryos/seedlings were generated eventually. Auxin response was 

suppressed primarily in the apical cell cluster and shifted to the basal cells. We also 

observed the maximum auxin response in vertically divided basal cells. We presume that 

the vertical division of the basal cells results from an increased auxin response, which 

may directly contribute to the suspensor-embryo transition.  

 

Discussion 

In wild type, auxin transported through PIN proteins enables a strong auxin response in 

the hypophysis [70]. The strong auxin response in the basal cells of S4pro:SSP-YFP 

probably reflects an altered auxin sink generated through auxin transport from 

neighboring cells. Future study is required to check the auxin concentration in different 

basal cells and whether the localization of PIN proteins has been changed. Controversial
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evidences are reported to explain the role of auxin in the suspensor-embryo transition [80, 

158-161]. Whether an increased auxin response is responsible for the vertical division and 

the embryonic transition of the basal cells remains to be addressed.   

Which basal lineage ground cells will get a higher auxin response? Will that follow a 

certain role regarding the distance between each cell? Or is the position of a high auxin 

response a stochastic event? The S4pro:SSP-YFP transgene seems to set up a positive 

feedback on its own expression, which makes the analysis complicated. Thus, activating 

the YDA signaling by a strong egg cell-specific promoter, if also creating filamentous 

embryos at the beginning, will make the analysis easier. 
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Chapter V 

Polarized SSP localization affects zygote polarity  

  

Results 

1. ER and BSK1 are not polarly localized in epidermal cells 

As YDA is polarly localized in the epidermal MMC by BASL, I first checked whether BASL 

is expressed in the zygote. According to recent transcriptomic data, BASL seems not to 

be expressed in the zygote [90, 162]. Then I investigate whether ER and BSK1, two 

upstream components of the stomatal YDA pathway, have polarized accumulation on the 

MMC plasma membrane or not. The ERpro:ER-YPet [131] and BSK1pro:BSK1-YPet 

constructs rescued the developmental defects of er erl1 erl2 and bsk1 bsk2, respectively 

(Figure 10). Thus, these lines were used to detect the localizations of ER and BSK1 in 

the abaxial epidermal layer. The YFP signals were equally distributed in the putative 

MMC/SLGC and the small meristemoid (Figure 10), suggesting that ER and BSK1 are 

not polarly localized in these cells.  

 
Figure 10.  The localizations of ER and BSK1 in epidermal cells.
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5-day-old cotyledons of ERpro:ER-YPet and BSK1pro:BSK1-YFP rescued lines were stained with PI. PI 

staining (red) and YFP signals (green) were imaged on cotyledon epidermis. The arrow indicates one 

putative MMC/SLGC and one meristemoid which are also enlarged in the yellow box. Scale bars represent 

50 μm in all panels. In the enlarged image of BSK1-YPet, the strength of PI signal is not equal because of 

this staining is artificial. The PI staining strength is not corelated with the YFP signal strength, indicating 

that the equal destribution of YFP signals is intrinsic.  

 

2. SSP is polarly localized in elongating zygotes 

Then I investigated whether ER, BSK1 and SSP are polarly localized in the zygote or not. 

Unfortunately, the ER-YPet signal in the egg cell and the zygote of the er erl1 erl2 

ERpro:ER-YPet rescue line is below the detection limit of our confocal microscopy [131]. 

Therefore, ER was excluded from further detection. The SSPpro:SSP-YFP line that 

rescued ssp-2 defects was used to visualize SSP localization [64]. Consistent with previous 

observation and transcriptomic data, SSP-YFP signal was not detected in the egg cell 

and was only shortly detected after fertilization (Figure 11A-E). After zygote division, the 

YFP signal was difficult to detect, indicating that SSP-YFP proteins were only generated 

in the zygote [64, 90]. Notably, SSP-YFP proteins were mainly localized on the basal plasma 

membrane (BPM here afterwards) of the elongating zygotes (Figure 11D). 

 

3. BSK1 is broadly expressed in the ovule 

BSK1 is broadly expressed in plant tissues compared with SSP [124]. In agreement with 

this, we observed board expression of BSK1-YPet in the ovule (Figure 11L). Different 

from SSP-YFP, BSK-YPet signals were equally distributed surrounding elongating 

zygotes (Figure 11I). Moreover, BSK1-YPet aggregates were frequently observed after 

fertilization (Figure 11G-J). Before fertilization, strong YPet signal seemed to be localized 

at the central cell while only very weak YPet signal was detected at the egg cell (Figure 

11F). As the egg cell/zygote plasma membrane and the central cell/endosperm plasma 

membrane are closely located, it is in general hard to discriminate both membranes. 

However, we did observe strong YPet signal on the endosperm plasma membrane after 

fertilization (Figure 11H). Extremely weak YPet signal was observed on embryo plasma 

membranes in the distal side to the endosperm. In contrast, the signal surrounding the 

whole embryos was much brighter (Figure 11J-K). These observations suggest the BSK1-

YPet proteins surrounding the egg cell/zygote/embryo were mainly localized at the central 
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cell/endosperm. To further determine the localization of BSK1-YPet, gentle vacuum was 

performed on the fertilized ovule to separate the zygote and the endosperm, followed by 

the Renaissance 2200 (RS2200) staining to visualize cell wall [163]. Most membrane-

localized BSK1-YPet proteins were not localized at the zygote, indicating that these 

BSK1-YPet proteins were mainly localized at the endosperm (Figure 11M-O). Thus, the 

even distribution of BSK1-YPet surrounding the zygote does not reflect how BSK1-YPet 

is localized on the zygote plasma membrane. 

 
Figure 11. The localization of BSK1 and SSP in the egg cell, zygotes and embryos. 

(A-E) SSP-YFP expression and localization in the egg cell (A), the shrunken zygote (B), the elongating 

zygotes (C and D) and the 1-cell embryo (E) of the ssp-2 SSPpro:SSP-YFP rescued line. (F-O) BSK1-YPet 

expression and localization in the bsk1 bsk2 BSK1pro:BSK1-Ypet rescued line. (F-K) BSK1-YPet expression 

and localization around the female gametophyte (F), the shrunken zygote (G), the elongating zygotes (H 

and I), the 1-cell embryo (J) and the 2-cell embryo (K). (L) BSK1-YPet expression pattern in the unfertilized 
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ovule. (M-O) BSK1-YPet localization on the zygote plasma membrane and the endosperm plasma 

membrane after RS2200 staining and gentle vacuum. (M) RS2200 staining of the zygote cell wall. (N) 

BSK1-YPet signal. (O) the merged image of M and N. Yellow arrowheads indicate YFP signals on the 

centrol cell plasma membrane (F) or the endosperm plasma membrane (H,N-O). White arrowheads in G-J 

indicate the BSK1-YFP aggregrates. Magenta arrowheads indicate YFP signals on the egg cell membrane 

(F) or the zygote plasma membrane (N-O) or the embryo plasma membrane (J-K). The scale bars represent 

10 μm in all panels. 
 

 

4. Polarized SSP localization is not promoter-dependent 

Since SSP can function independently of ERf receptors and SSP directly interacts with 

YDA [65, 124, 131], the polarized localization of SSP-YFP suggests polarized YDA activity. 

Considering that SSP is only shortly transcribed in the early zygote [90], we wonder 

whether the polarized SSP-YFP localization is just a  result of the specific 

 

Figure 12. Localization of SSP-YFP and BSK1-YPet under the S4 promoter 

(A-E) Localization of Myri_SSP-mRuby2 in the egg cell (A), zygotes (B-D) and the 1-cell embryo (E) of the 

S4pro:Myri_SSP-mRuby2 line. (F-J) Localization of SSP-YFP in the egg cell (F), zygotes (G-I) and the 1-cell 

embryo (J) of the S4pro:SSP-YFP line. (K-M) Localization of BSK1-YPet in the unfertilized ovule (K) and the 
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fertilized ovule (L) of the S4pro:BSK1-YPet line. (M) The enlarged image of L. The pink and the yellow 

arrowleads in K indicate the YPet signal in the egg cell plasma membrane and the centrol cell plasma 

membrane, respcetively. The scale bars represent 20 μm in all panels. 

 

temporal expression. The S4 promoter is specifically active during early embryonic phase 

[164]. We then used the S4 promoter to prolong SSP-YFP expression in the zygote to check 

whether the zygotic localization of SSP-YFP is altered or not. As control, the S4 promoter 

was used to drive the expression of a membrane-localized mRuby2 RFP fluorescent 

protein. The membrane-localized mRuby2 was made by fusing mRuby2 with SSP 

myristoylation motif which is necessary for SSP membrane-localization [64]. The 

Myri_SSP-mRuby2 proteins were equally localized on the membranes of the egg cell, 

zygotes and 1-cell embryo (Figure 12A-E), indicating that the S4 promoter itself does not 

generate any polarity cue. However, while SSP-YFP proteins were evenly distributed on 

the egg cell membrane, they were still polarly localized on the BPM of elongating zygotes 

and the 1-cell embryo (Figure 12F-J). Taken together, these results suggest that the SSP 

polarized localization is determined by SSP cytoplasmic domain rather than its promoter 

or membrane-localization motif.  

Then we used the S4 promoter to check BSK1-YPet localization in the zygote. 

Unfortunately, BSK1-YPet was strongly expressed on the membranes of the egg cell and 

the central cell besides broad expression in the integument, making it again difficult to 

dissect the zygote localization of BSK1 (Figure 12K-M).  

 

5. Depolarized SSP localization suppresses zygote polarity  

To check whether the polarized SSP localization is necessary for zygote polarity, we tried 

to depolarize SSP localization. In maize, depolarizing ROP2 localization can be achieved 

by overexpression [112]. Hence, we over-expressed SSP-YFP in ssp-2 mutant with the 

EC1 promoter. Three representative lines were chosen according to their expression 

levels in the egg cell: moderate, strong and extremely strong. In the #1 line with moderate 

expression, SSP-YFP proteins were still polarly localized on the BPM of the zygote, and 

the zygote elongation and polarity defects were rescued (Figure 13A-C). In the #7 line 

that showed strong SSP-YFP expression, although SSP-YFP proteins were still mainly 

localized on the zygote BPM, obvious YFP signal was also observed on the apical plasma
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Figure 13. SSP-YFP localization and embryonic phenotypes of ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines. 

(A) SSP-YFP expression levels and localizations, and zygotic phenotypes of ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines. 

Left two columns: Egg cells, zygotes and 1-cell embryos of Col-0 and ssp-2 shown with DIC images and 

dashed lines. Right three columns: The merged images of confocal and bright field images in three ssp-2 

EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines showing different expression levels of SSP-YFP. The 1-cell embryo of the #1 line is 

marked with dashed lines.  (B-C) Zygote length (B) and apical/basal ratio (C) of Col-0, ssp-2 and ssp-2 

EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines. Letters above boxes refer to individual groups in a one-way ANOVA with a post hoc 

Tukey test (p < 0.05). (D) Phenotypes of ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP #7 and #8 lines at the 2-cell stage and at 

4 days after pollination. DAP, days after pollination. The scale bars represent 20 μm in all panels. 
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membrane (APM here afterwards). In contrast to the #1 line, the zygote defect was not 

rescued in #7. The #8 line showed extremely strong expression of SSP-YFP. In contrast 

to #1 and #7, the localization of SSP-YFP proteins was not polarized in #8 zygotes. 

Accordingly, the zygote defect was even stronger than that of ssp-2. Strong expression 

may block SSP-YFP protein function, causing loss-of-function phenotypes. However, 

frequent horizontal division of the apical daughter cell, and twin embryos were observed 

in #7 and #8 lines (Figure 14 and Table 4). 

 

Figure 14. Late embryonic phenotypes and seedling phenotypes of the ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP line 

(A-H) Embryonic phenotypes of Col-0 (A, E) and ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP (B-D, F-H) at the torpedo stage 

(A-D) and the bent-cotyledon stage (E-H). Phenotypes of triple cotyledons (B, F), twin embryos (C, G) and 

multiple embryos (D, H) are observed in ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines. (I-L) 5-day-old Col-0 seedlings (I) 

and ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP lines (J-L) with triple cotyledons (J), twin seedlings (K) or triple seedlings (L). 

 

In addition, triple-cotyledon seedlings, twin seedlings and even triple seedlings were 

generated after germination. These seedlings phenotypes resemble the S4pro:SSP-YFP 
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phenotypes (Chapter IV), suggesting that SSP-YFP proteins are functional in #7 and #8 

lines. Thus, zygote phenotypes of line #7 and #8 are likely caused by partial and full loss 

of SSP polarity in line #7 and #8, respectively. These results suggest that the polarized 

SSP localization is essential for zygote polarity. How SSP is polarized and whether YDA 

localization or activation is also polarized are still to be elucidated.   

 

 Line Vertical Horizontal 

Division of the 
apical daughter cell 

 

Col-0 207/214 (96.73%) 7/214 (3.27%) 

#7 7/32 (21.86%) 25/32 (78.13%) 

#8 52/197 (26.40%) 145/197 (73.60%) 

    

 Line One embryos Multiple embryos 

Embryos 
#7 435/457 (95.19%) 22/257 (4.81%) 

#8 406/460 (88.26%) 54/460 (11.74%) 

    

 Line Normal seedlings Triple cotyledons Multiple seedlings 

Seedlings 

Col-0 264/264 (100%) 0/264 (0%) 0/264 (0%) 

#7 178/185 (96.22%) 0/185 (0%) 7/185(3.78%) 

#8 141/171 (76.61%) 25/171 (14.62%) 15/171(8.77%) 

 
Table 5. Ratio of abnormal embryos and seedlings in ssp-2 EC1pro:SSP-YFP #7 and #8 lines 

 

 

Discussion  

1. Whether ERf and BSK1/2 signals are polarized in epidermal cells 

Although YDA is polarly localized in ACD precursor cells during stomata generation [162], 

the localization of ER and BSK1 seems even in epidermal cells. During stomata 

patterning, the function of BSK1 is ERf-dependent and ERf is activated upon binding of 

EPFs [39, 131]. It is suggested that EPFs are secreted from meristemoids to activate the 

ERf signal in neighboring cells [165, 166]. As a result, the ER and BSK1 activity might be 

stimulated preferentially on the plasma membranes adjacent to meristermoids, 

irrespective of their protein localization. Using the same transgenic lines, we could not 

determine whether ER and BSK1 are polarly localized on the zygote plasma membrane 

due to the invisible ER-YPet signal in the zygote and the strong endosperm expression 

of BSK1-YPet. To overcome the drawback of using BSK1 native promoter, the S4 

promoter was used to express BSK1 in the embryo. However, BSK1-YPet was expressed 
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almost ubiquitously in the ovule, mimicking the BSK1pro:BSK1-YFP pattern. This result 

implies existence of strong cis elements in BSK1 genomic sequence. Similarly, when 

BSK1-YPet and ER-YPet were driven by the EC1 promoter, defects of vegetative 

development were also partially rescued (data not shown), supporting our speculation 

that cis elements promoting their broad expression exist in the genomic sequences of 

BSK1 and ER. When ER CDS was driven by the EC1 promoter, expression was barely 

observed in the egg cell (data not shown), consistent with a previous report that ER 

introns are indispensable for its stable expression [167]. Thus, confocal microscopy can 

only provide limited knowledge on BSK1 and ER localization. Interesting, extreme 

supplement of ER, BSK1 and SSP does not cause any visible damage to the egg cell, 

since fertilization undergoes normally (data not shown). 

As discussed in Chapter II, related ligands may be secreted form surrounding mother 

tissues, which might lead to a polarized ERf signal. Therefore, polarized localizations of 

ER and BSK1 on the zygote plasma membrane seems unnecessary. As BSK1 is also 

localized on the endosperm plasma membrane adjacent to the zygote, it may be involved 

in a signal transduction from the zygote to the former. 

 

2. SSP is polarly localized 

Different from ER and BSK1, SSP is only expressed in early zygotes [64, 90]. In the ssp-2 

SSPpro:SSP-YFP rescued line, SSP-YFP is polarly localized on the zygote BPM. As SSP 

can function in an ERf-independent manner and directly interacts with YDA [65, 124, 131], the 

polarized SSP localization suggests a polarized YDA activity in the basal part of the 

zygote. Strikingly, depolarized SSP localizations strongly affected zygote polarity, 

suggesting that the polarized SSP/YDA activity is indispensable for zygote polarity. 

Expressing YDA under an embryo-specific promoter, similar to the use of SPCHpro:YDA-

YFP and SPCHpro::DNyda-YFP in leaf epidermis [162], may shed light on YDA polarity in 

the zygote. In addition, we also tried to ectopically express SSP-YFP with the BSK1 

promoter to check whether SSP-YFP localization were also polarized in epidermis. 

However, YFP signal in epidermal cells of our transgenic lines was too weak to be 

identified. As the BSK1 promoter is ubiquitously active during embryogenesis, we may 

select against transgenic lines with strong SSP-YFP expression.
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SSP is a Brassicaceae-specific gene which evolved much later than ERf, BSK1/2 and 

YDA. If the zygotic YDA signal is polarized, the ligand-ERf-BSK1/2 signal transduction 

should also contribute to this polarity. As ERf and BSK1/2 are evolutionarily conserved in 

flowering plants, we presume that the corresponding ligand may also show a sporophytic 

maternal effect. The unknown ligand, therefore, is likely secreted from surrounding 

mother tissues to trigger zygote polarization. Thus, it seems plausible that zygote 

polarization is a further reflection of the highly polarized ovule in flowering plant. Hence, 

it is necessary to identify where the ligand is secreted from.  

 

3. The mechanism of SSP polarized localization 

When plasma membrane-localized mRuby2 was expressed with the S4 promoter, the 

proteins were distributed evenly on the zygote plasma membrane. In contrast, SSP-YFP 

proteins expressed under the same promoter were still polarly localized on the BPM of 

both the elongating zygote and the basal daughter cell, suggesting that SSP protein 

localization is somehow regulated. Even when SSP-YFP was strongly expressed by the 

EC1 promoter, polarized localization was still observed. It was only when SSP-YFP was 

produced to an extreme level that the mechanism polarizing SSP-YFP seemed 

nonfunctional. As the localization of BSK1 in the zygote could not be easily monitored in 

our hands, whether the potential mechanism also applies to BSK1/2 is unknown. Although 

SSP can function in an ERf-independent way, we are not sure whether ERf facilitates 

SSP polarity in wild type. Checking SSP localization in the zygotes of er erl1, er erl2 or er 

erl1/+ erl2 mutants might help to answer this question. When SSP was depolarized, 

zygote polarity was strongly suppressed, suggesting that polarized YDA signal is 

necessary for zygote polarity.  

Notwithstanding, it is still possible that the zygote polarity defect is just a result of an 

oversupply of nonfunctional SSP-YFP proteins that blocked normal molecular regulation, 

although more functional SSP-YFP proteins were also produced simultaneously (For 

example, because of its extreme expression, non-functional SSP-YFP proteins were 

generated and gradually transited into functional SSP-YFP. The nonfunctional SSP-YFP 

prevailed in the zygote and YDA is barely activated. In the apical daughter cell, the strong 

expression of SSP-YFP is eliminated.  The ratio of  functional to nonfunctional SSP-YFP 
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increased with the nonfunctional-to-function transition. The functional SSP-YFP prevailed 

in the apical daughter cell. Thus, YDA is activated and the apical cell divided horizontally). 

Therefore, using the EC1 promoter to express a nonfunctional SSP as control, such as 

the G2A version [64], will be helpful to exclude this possibility. 

ROPs are polarly localized on the tip plasma membranes of the tip-grown pollen tube and 

root hair. Zygote elongation also adopts a tip-grown manner. As ROP3 regulates zygote 

polarity [113], it may be also polarly localized on the APM of the elongating zygote. As SSP 

and ROP3 may be distributed in opposite sites, it seems unlikely that ROP3 directly 

regulates SSP localization. However, it is still tempting to dissect whether ROP3 functions 

in the YDA pathway and whether SSP localization is influenced in the rop3 loss-of-

function mutant. Since ROP3 affects the polar localization of PIN proteins in the root [113], 

it may affect zygote polarity through auxin response. Whether auxin response regulates 

zygote polarity and whether it intertwines with the YDA signal remain to be deciphered. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Main materials and methods are as described in the attached manuscript for Chapter IV. 

 

Plasmid construction 

The ERpro:ER-YPet [131] and S4pro:SSP-YFP are described in Chapter II and Chapter IV, 

respectively. To make BSK1pro:BSK1-YPet lines, the ER promoter and ER genomic sequence in 

ERpro:ER-YPet was replaced by a 2780 bp BSK1 promoter fused with the BSK1 genomic 

sequence. The construct was transformed into the bsk1 bsk2 mutant [124]. To make EC1pro:SSP-

YFP, the S4 promoter in S4pro:SSP-YFP was replaced by the 464 bp EC1 promoter. The construct 

was transformed into the ssp-2 mutant. To construct S4pro:Myri_SSP-mRuby2, the S4 promoter 

was fused with the 60 bp SSP myristoylation motif and the mRuby2 RFP sequence in pBay-bar 

vector [131]. 

 

Primer sequence 

Primer sequence Function 

pBSK1-IF-F1 ATAAAATAATGTCGACTCGATTACTTTAGTAAATCC Clone BSK1 

promoter pBSK1-IF-R1 ATGGCGCGCCCTCGAGCAAACTCTTTTTCCTTAC 

BSK1-IF-F1 TTGCTCGAGGGCGCGCCATGGGTTGTTGTCAATCCTTG Clone BSK1 
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BSK1-IF-R1 TTTAGACACCATCCCGGGAGATCCTCTGCCGCCTCG genomic sequence 

pEC1-IF-F1 ATAAAATAATGTCGACCGCCTTATGATTTCTTCGG Clone EC1 

promoter pEC1-IF-R1 ACAGAGCCATGGATCCCCTTCTCAACAGATTGATAAGGT 

Myri_SSP-IF-F1 TAGTAAAAAAGGATCCATGGGTTGTTGTTACTC Clone SSP 

 myristoylation motif  Myri_SSP-IF-R1 GCCCTTAGACACCATAGATCGCGTGTGGTC 

mRuby2-IF-F1 GACCACACGCGATCTATGGTGTCTAAGGGC Clone mRuby2 

sequence mRuby2-IF-R1 TGGTTACCTTTTTAGGGCCCCTACTTGTACAGCTCG 
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Prospect 

In this dissertation, we investigated several aspects of the embryonic YDA pathway in 

Arabidopsis. The maternal ERf-BSK1/2 signal input and the paternal strong SSP signal 

input converge on YDA activation to control zygote polarity. The independent parental 

inputs reflect the hyperactivity of SSP and are reminiscent of the parental conflict theory. 

In addition, the polarized localization of SSP in the zygote is essential for zygote polarity. 

We further demonstrated that the HAESA family receptors can potentially activate the 

YDA signaling pathway through the BIR3 chimera assay. In addition, we designed a 

system to study the suspensor-embryo transition by using the hyperactivity of SSP.  

In the future, identifying the interaction among YDA/yda-CA, BSK1/SSP or ERf/HSL1 will 

shed light on the molecular mechanism of YDA activation. Furthermore, comparing the 

structural difference between full-length BSK1 and SSP or between their TPR domains 

will enable better comprehension of function manners of BSKs. Since SSP is just 

Brassicaceae-specific, identifying the related ligand for ERf will further improve our 

understanding of both the parental conflict model and ancient polarity cues of flowering 

plants. 

SSP can be used as a great tool to explore biological questions. As it is a constitutively 

active version of BSK1, it may facilitate the revealing of how BSKs are activated and how 

active BSKs recruit downstream substrates. BSK1/2 are broadly expressed in 

Arabidopsis tissues, and their expressions and functions might be conserved in flowering 

plants. BSKs seem to function redundantly and over-expression of BSK1 does not cause 

obvious phenotypes, SSP therefore may be utilized to replace BSK1 for activating BSK1-

related pathways in Arabidopsis or in other flowering plants, enhancing our understanding 

of other BSK1-related regulations. Multiple embryos and seedlings are generated when 

SSP expression is prolonged in the embryo. This phenotype would be an appealing trait 

for agriculture as more seedlings are produced without post-embryonic growth inhibition. 

The multiple-seedling system should be improved, considering only approximately 10% 

seeds produce multiple seedlings. This may be refined by using other promoters to 

generate longer filamentous embryos in early stages. Prolonging SSP expression actually 

delays embryogenesis in Arabidopsis, an implication that SSP dosage needs to be 

precisely controlled. As an early SSP boost is beneficial, embryogenesis of non-

Brassicaceae species might be accelerated by transiently expressing SSP in the zygote, 

thus producing larger embryos and seeds.
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Abstract 

During embryogenesis of flowering plants, the embryo proper is connected with the mother tissue 

through the suspensor. Although the suspensor is eventually degraded during seed maturation, it is 

indispensable for delivery of nutrition and phytohormones during early embryogenesis. The 

differentiation to produce the two functionally different structures takes place very early. The suspensor 

contains most of the cells derived from the basal daughter cell after an asymmetric zygote division, while 

descendants of the apical daughter cell mainly contribute to the embryo proper. However, what 

mechanism regulates the distinct differentiations and whether the differentiation directions are alterable 

are largely unknown. The Brassicaceae embryogenesis follows a very stereotypical development process. 

A filamentous suspensor is generated by horizontal divisions of the basal daughter cell, and a clear 

boundary between the suspensor and the embryo proper is formed, thus providing an advantageous 

model to study the mechanism of cell differentiations. Several researches have indicated that the 

suspensor has a potential to transit into an embryo in Arabidopsis and Brassica napus. The function of 

Auxin is emphasized in regulating the suspensor-to-embryo (suspensor-embryo) transition. Here, through 

activating YDA pathway in early embryogenesis, we generated filament-like embryos in Arabidopsis to 

study the suspensor-embryo transition. The development of twin proembryos derived from these 

filaments was easy to follow, and twin healthy seedlings were finally generated. Through using transgenic 

fluorescent marker lines, we indicated that the filamentous embryo was in an undifferentiated status. 

Strong auxin response was not observed in early filamentous embryos. Later, we observed the maximum 

auxin response in the suspensor cells. Taken together, we developed an elegant system that can be used 

to study the mechanism of embryonic transition. Our preliminary results implies that it is important to 

have an early inhibition of auxin response in the whole embryo and a late activation of auxin response in 

the suspensor for the suspensor-embryo transition.  

Keywords 

YDA signaling, SSP, MPK6, cell lineage, filament-like embryo, twin embryos, embryonic transition, cell 

identity, auxin response 
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Introduction 

Embryogenesis is the initiating step of the development of multicellular organisms. Different from animal 

embryogenesis, embryos of flowering plants have a file of cells connected with the mother tissue, called 

suspensor, most part of which is degraded during embryo maturation (Maheshwari, 1950). Considered to 

hold and provide nutrition and phytohormone for the embryo proper above, suspensor structures are 

quite diverse among the plant kingdom (Kawashima and Goldberg, 2010). As both the suspensor and the 

embryo proper are formed from the zygote, an important issue is to dissect how the differentiation 

directions are determined. In many plant species, the embryogenesis is flexible and the boundary 

between embryonic and suspensor tissue is difficult to distinguish (Wang et al., 2020). By contrast, 

Brassicaceae embryogenesis follows a very stereotypical development process. After an asymmetric 

division of the zygote, cell fates of two daughter cells are determined. The small apical cell develops into 

a spherical embryo proper while the large basal cell divides horizontally to form a filament-like suspensor. 

Except the uppermost suspensor cell that contributes to the hypophysis, the suspensor is degraded in the 

end (Wang et al., 2020). Thus, Brassicaceae provide a practical tool to study the mechanism of cell 

differentiations during embryogenesis. 

In Arabidopsis, zygotic polarity is regulated by a Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) cascade: 

YODA(YDA, MKKK4)-MKK4/5-MPK3/6 (Bayer et al., 2017). The yda, mkk4 mkk5 and mpk3 mpk6 mutants 

show symmetric zygote divisions, and their basal daughter cells adopt embryo-like development, leading 

to embryos without suspensor (Lukowitz et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007; Zhang et al., 2017). In transgenic 

lines expressing a constitutively active version of YDA (yda-CA), the first zygote division becomes more 

asymmetric and filament-like embryos without embryo proper are formed, which results in embryonic 

lethality (Lukowitz et al., 2004). Thus, the YDA cascade promotes suspensor differentiation and inhibits 

proembryo differentiation.  The BR-signaling kinase 1 (BSK1), BSK2 and SHORT SUSPENSOR (SSP/BSK12) 

function upstream of the YDA cascade. Different from BSK1/2, SSP is a constitutive input for YDA signaling 

with an unusual paternal-of-origin effect (Bayer et al., 2009; Neu et al., 2019). The YDA cascade regulates 

zygote polarity by phosphorylating the transcription factor WRKY2, which in turn activates WOX8 

expression. During embryogenesis, WOX8 is expressed from the zygote stage onward and marks 

suspensor identity (Breuninger et al., 2008; Ueda et al., 2011).  

Recent transcriptome data of developing zygotes and isolated cell lineages of 1-cell embryos and 32-cell 

embryos showed that the basal cell and early suspensor cells have quite close transcriptional states in 

Arabidopsis.  However, their transcriptional states are much different from that of the zygote, suggesting 

that the basal cell lineage has differentiated from the zygote (Zhou et al., 2020). However, suspensor cells 

are still capable of becoming embryos. Liu et al. showed that when a young proembryo was removed by 

laser ablation, a new embryo proper was developed from the remnant top suspensor cell. This potential 

was possessed only by early basal cell lineage as suspensor cells no longer own the ability after the 

globular stage (Liu et al., 2015). Thus, the embryonic potential of the early basal cell lineage might be 

suppressed by the normal embryo proper (Marsden and Meinke, 1985). Consistent with this theory, 

secondary embryos were formed from suspensor cells when the original embryo proper was abnormal in 

sus mutants (Schwartz et al., 1994). However, secondary embryos are still developed from suspensor cells 

in some mutants like twn1 and twn2 although their embryo propers appear normal (Vernon and Meinke, 

1994; Zhang and Somerville, 1997).
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Development of the apical daughter cell is regulated by auxin which is initially transported from the basal 

cell by PIN7 (Friml et al., 2003). Compared to the basal cell, the apical cell shows stronger DR5 response 

(Friml et al., 2003). When the apical auxin response was suppressed by direct inhibition or decreased auxin 

influx, the apical cell divided horizontally and gave rise to an abnormal embryo proper (Hamann et al., 

1999; Friml et al., 2003). Recent data suggests that auxin transported from surrounding maternal tissue is 

responsible for auxin response in the apical cell (Robert et al., 2018). Later on, strong auxin response is 

mainly taking place in the hypophysis, which is vital for the root initiation (Hamann et al., 1999; Friml et 

al., 2003; Lau et al., 2012). Collective observations imply that local auxin response may be also involved in 

the suspensor-embryo transition. In the laser ablation system, strong DR5:GFP signal was observed in the 

remnant top suspensor cell after removal of the early embryo proper (Liu et al., 2015). Similarly, in some 

knock-out lines where embryo-like proliferation in the suspensor was observed, maximum DR5:GFP 

response was found in suspensor cells before the initiation of secondary embryos (Xiang et al., 2011; 

Zhang et al., 2020). Thus, it is tempting to presume that increased auxin response in suspensor cells 

promotes the transition. However, other studies showed that inhibiting auxin response in suspensor cells 

promotes this transition. BODENLOS/INDOLE-3-ACETIC ACID INDUCIBLE 12 (BDL, IAA12) is an AUX/IAA 

protein that inhibits auxin response. When the stabilized bdl, a dominant-active version of BDL (Hamann 

et al., 1999; Dharmasiri et al., 2005), was trans-activated in the whole embryo (RPS5A>>bdl) or only in the 

early suspensor (M0171>>bdl), embryo-like proliferations were observed in the suspensor, suggesting 

that the suspensor-embryo transition is inhibited by local auxin response (Rademacher et al., 2012; 

Radoeva et al., 2019). However, compared to M0171>>bdl, twin seedlings were more frequently 

generated in RPS5A>>bdl (Rademacher et al., 2012; Radoeva et al., 2019). As formation of the embryo 

proper on top was also abnormal in RPS5A>>bdl (Rademacher et al., 2012; Yoshida et al., 2014), the 

suspensor-embryo transition might be further facilitated by the abnormal embryo proper in this system.  

Removing the embryo proper through the laser ablation system is an elegant tool to study the transition 

of suspensor cells without above embryo proper. However, the thick covering ovule tissue reduced 

precision during ablation (Liu et al., 2015). The microspore-derived embryo in Brassica napus provides 

another strategy to address the transition. When cultured with a special media, the microspore of Brassica 

napus can divide horizontally into a suspensor-like filament and then generates proembryos on top, in the 

middle or at several positions of the long filament (Supena et al., 2008). This suspensor-like filament 

system will provide tempting information regarding the suspensor-embryo transition. In Arabidopsis 

filament-like embryo can also be induced by activating the YDA pathway (Lukowitz et al., 2004).  

To check what mechanism triggers/inhibits the embryonic transition of the early basal cell lineage, we 

generated filament-like embryos in Arabidopsis through activating the embryonic YDA pathway in 

different degrees. By following the embryonic development of these transgenic lines, we detected their 

ability to produce multiple embryos and multiple seedlings, and chose pS4:SSP-YFP lines for further 

analysis. By using different fluorescent marker lines, we found that early filamentous embryos resemble 

the basal cell lineage. Auxin response was not observed in filament-like embryos. Then obvious auxin 

response was observed in putative hypophysis and tips of cotyledon primordia, suggesting the normal 

embryonic development of apical embryos. In contrast, the maximum auxin response was detected in 

suspensors cells. The maximum auxin response in the vertically divided suspensor cell implied initiation 

of the suspensor-embryo transition. Taken together, we developed an easy method to study the 

suspensor-embryo transition. Our results suggest that an early inhibition of auxin response in the whole 
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embryo and a late activation of auxin response in the basal cells are both important for the suspensor-

embryo transition. 

Results 

Continuously activating the embryonic YDA signaling leads to filament-like embryos 

First, we checked embryogenesis of yda-CA transgenic lines. Although long filament-like embryos were 

formed (Lukowitz et al., 2004), the yda-CA lines showed severe stomata defects, arrested inflorescence 

development, abnormal silique shapes and reduced ovule formation (not shown), consistent with 

previous observations (Bergmann et al., 2004; Meng et al., 2012). These defects together contribute to a 

severe loss of fertility. To avoid the fertility defect, we tried to activate the YDA pathway specifically in the 

embryo sack. Replacing Tyr 144 by Cys in MPK6 (MPK6-CA) caused a strong activation of MPK6 which 

functions downstream of YDA (Wang et al., 2007; Berriri et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2017). Therefore, we 

tried to trans-activate MPK6-CA by the RPS5A promoter (RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA) in the embryo using the 

GAL4-UAS two-component expression system (Haseloff, 1999; Weijers et al., 2006). 

 

Figure 1. Embryonic development of Col-0, RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA and S4pro:SSP-YFP in early embryonic stages. 

a-g, The embryonic development of Col-0 in 1 DAP at the 1-cell stage (a) or the 2-cell stage (b), 2 DAP at the 8-cell stage (c), 2.5 

DAP at the 32-cell stage (d) or the early globular stage (e), 3 DAP at the later globular stage (f), and 4 DAP at the heart stage (g). 

h-m, The embryonic development of RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA in 1 DAP (h), 2 DAP (i), 2.5 DAP (j), 3 DAP (k and l) and 4 DAP (m). k and 
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l, Filament-like embryos with the first vertical division either in the uppermost apical cell (k, arrowhead) or in middle cells (l, 

arrowhead). n-w, The embryonic development of S4pro:SSP-YFP in 1 DAP (n and o), 1.5 DAP (p), 2 DAP (q and r), 3 DAP (s and t) 

and 4 DAP (u-w). r, the 2-DAP embryo with an additional vertical division within basal cells (arrowhead and the enlarged image 

with dished lines). s, the 3-DAP embryo containing an embryo-like cell cluster on top and a very long basal part. t, the 3-DAP 

embryo containing twin embryo-like cell clusters . u-w, 4-DAP embryos containing triple cotyledon primordia (u) or twin embryo-

like cell clusters (v and w). x, the yda early embryo. y, the yda S4pro:SSP-YFP early embryo. DAP: day after pollination. Scale bar 

represents 20 μm in all panels. 

 

After hand pollination, long filament-like embryos were formed in RPS5a>>MPK6-CA at early stages, 

indicating strong activation of the YDA pathway (Figure 1a-l). During the growth of filaments, the first 

vertical division is mainly observed on the top (Figure 1k). However, the embryo-like development was 

also sometime observed in the middle of filaments (Figure 1I). This observation resembles the microspore 

system that the embryonic fate is not always first delivered to the apical (Supena et al., 2008). These long 

filaments first developed into thick sticks (Figure 1m). Then, several embryo-like structures were 

generated (Figure 2b and 2h), implying that the MPK6 inhibition of embryonic differentiation was partly 

overcome in the end. However, these structures cannot develop into intact seedlings after germination 

(Figure 2n), indicating that normal embryogenesis was severely retarded by continuous activation of the 

YDA pathway.  

 

Lines and crosses 
Vertical division 

of basal cells  
at 2 DAP 

twin 
embryos 
at 3DAP 

twin 
embryos 
 at 4DAP 

multiple 
embryos  
at 5 DAP 

Single seedling 
with >2 cotyledons 

primordia 

multiple 
seedlings 

S4pro:SSP-YFP #3 
0% 

(0/82) 
14% 

(14/100) 
21.01% 

(25/119) 
27.97% 

(40/143) 
19.18% 
(14/73) 

9.59% 
(7/73) 

S4pro:SSP-YFP #10 
0% 

(0/56) 
6.54% 

(7/107) 
7.89% 
(6/76) 

23.96% 
(46/192) 

10.64% 
(20/188) 

8.51% 
(16/188) 

S4pro:SSP-YFP #14 
1.47% 

(3/204) 
5.08% 

(6/118) 
5.02% 

(11/219) 
19.67% 

(71/361) 
25.74% 

(35/136) 
7.35% 

(10/136) 
S4pro:SSP-YFP #14 

 x Col-0 
- - - 

22.60% 
(33/146) 

- - 

Col-0  x 
S4pro:SSP-YFP #14 

- - - 
3.16% 
(3/95) 

- - 

 
Table 1. The ratio of multiple embryos and seedlings in different lines and crosses 

The numbers are listed below the ratio. The crosses are given as female x male. DAP: day after pollination. “>2” means more 
than two. “-”indicates the ratio was not calculated. 
 
 

Specifically enhancing YDA signaling at early stages promotes twin embryos formation 

Since continuous activation of the embryonic YDA pathway caused a strong embryonic defect, enhancing 

the YDA signaling only at early stages might be a better approach to facilitate embryonic transition from 

filament-like embryos. SSP is a strong input to the embryonic YDA pathway (Bayer et al., 2009; Neu et al., 

2019). The At3g10100 promoter is mainly active during early embryogenesis (Slane et al., 2014). Thus we 

use this promoter (here after called the S4 promoter) to express SSP fused with a YFP (S4pro:SSP-YFP) in 

the ssp-2 mutant background. In this way, we expected to stimulate YDA signal at early stages and shut it 

down at late stages. Three lines with strong phenotypes were chosen for analysis. 2 days after pollination 

(DAP), S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos developed into filaments (Figure 1n-r). Occasionally, a vertical division was 

observed in basal cells of line #14 (Figure 1r and Table 1). 3 DAP, a long filamentous basal part with a 

proembryo-like cluster was generated (Figure 1s). In addition, twin embryo-like clusters were occasionally 

observed in ovules (Figure 1t and Table 1). 4 DAP, twin clusters were constantly expanding (Figure 1v,w) 
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and embryos containing three cotyledon primordia were observed (Figure 1u). Twin/triple embryos were 

more frequently observed at 5 DAP, indicating that filament-derived secondary embryos were generated 

continuously (Table 1). These tri-cotyledon embryos and multiple embryos underwent normal 

embryogenesis although their developments were strongly delayed compared to wild type (Figure 2). 

Interestingly, twin embryos can also develop in opposite orientations (Figure 2e, k). After seed 

germination, we often observed tri-cotyledon seedlings, twin-root seedlings and twin/triple seedlings 

(Figure 2 and Table 1).  

 

Figure 2. Late embryonic phenotypes and seedling phenotypes of Col-0, RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA and S4pro:SSP-YFP. 
a-l, ovules of late embryonic stages in Col-0, RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA and S4pro:SSP-YFP stained with Hoyer’s solution. a and g, Col-0 
embryos at the torpedo stage (a) and the walking-stick stage (g). b and h, RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA embryos at the torpedo stage (b) 
and the walking-stick stage (h). c-f and i-l, S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos of the torpedo (c-f) stage and walking-stick stage (i-l) with triple 
cotyledons (c and i), twin embryos growing in either the normal orientation (d and j) or reverse orientations (e and k), and triple 
embryos (f and l). m-r, 5 DAP seedlings of Col-0 (m), RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA (n), and S4pro:SSP-YFP (o-r) containing tri-cotyledons (o), 
twin seedlings (p), twin roots (q) or triple seedlings (r). DAP: days after germination. The scale bars represent 100 μm in a-l and 1 
mm in m-r. 

 

Endogenous SSP is only shortly active in the zygote (Bayer et al., 2009). We then wonder whether the 

filament-like embryos were indeed caused by activation of the YDA pathway.  In yda/+ mutants, a quarter 

embryos show severe development defects (Lukowitz et al., 2004). In S4pro:SSP-YFP yda-11/+ , 26.73% 

(54/202) embryos showed severe elongation defects, indicating that the embryonic phenotypes of 

S4pro:SSP-YFP were primarily induced by activating the YDA pathway. In contrast to pRPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA 

seedlings, S4pro:SSP-YFP seedlings grew and flowered normally in soil (not shown). Thus, the influence of 

S4pro:SSP-YFP transgene was only restricted to the embryo. These transgenic lines provide good models to 

study the suspensor-embryonic transition.  

 

SSP-YFP transgene changed activity of the S4 promoter 
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As the S4 promoter is mainly active in early embryos and SSP-YFP inhibition of embryonic differentiation 

was removed during cell proliferation, we wonder how long and where SSP-YFP was expressed. In 

S4pro:nGFP, nuclear-localized GFP was observed in the zygote and early embryos. The signal became 

weaker from the globular stage onward and disappeared after the heart stage (Figure 3a-e). Similar to 

S4pro:nGFP, membrane-localized YFP signal was also detected in the whole S4pro:SSP-YFP embryo during 

early stages (Figure 3f-i). However, the signal was still obvious in the center of expanding cell clusters 

while it was attenuated in other cells (Figure 3j-k). YFP signal was barely detected in heart embryos and 

torpedo embryos (Figure 3i-m). As the S4 promoter is more active in early embryos, these cells with higher 

SSP-YFP signal (Figure 3j-k) may be still in the early stage while surrounding cells had differentiated further. 

Taken together, the activity of S4 promoter is also influenced by the expression of SSP-YFP, implying that 

cell identities might have been altered in these embryo-like clusters.  

 

Figure 3. Expression of SSP-YFP in S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos. 
a-e, GFP signals in S4pro:nls-GFP 1-cell embryo (a), 2-cell embryo (b), 8-cell embryo (c), globular embryo (d) and heart embryo 
(e). f-m, membrane-localized YFP signals in S4pro:SSP-YFP 1-cell embryo (f), early embryo showing first vertical division (g), 
filament-like embryo (h), apical cells of an early embryo (i), embryos containing twin proembryo-like early clusters (j) or further-
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proliferated clusters (k), twin embryos at the heart stage (l), and the torpedo embryo containing three cotyledon primordia (m). 
The very apical cells of the embryo in h were lost during sampling. Large vacuoles were observed in apical cells (i). Dashed lines 
in g indicate cell walls. Scale bar represents 20 μm in all panels. 

The filamentous embryo has the identity of early basal cells 

To check cells identities of S4pro:SSP-YFP early embryos, different promoter marker lines were crossed with 

S4pro:SSP-YFP. From the reciprocal crosses experiment between S4pro:SSP-YFP and Col-0, we found that 

higher frequency of twin embryos were observed when using S4pro:SSP-YFP as mother, which was 

equivalent to self-crossed S4pro:SSP-YFP (Table 1), suggesting a strong maternal contribution to YDA 

activation in our transgenic system. Therefore, S4pro:SSP-YFP was always used in the maternal side to cross 

with fluorescent markers lines. F1 embryos were checked directly from crosses. 

 

Figure 4. The expression patterns of fluorescent markers in Col-0 and S4pro:SSP-YFP lines. 
a-f, the gWOX8Δ-nls-3xVenus signal in Col-0 zygote (a), 1-cell embryo (b), 2-cell embryo (c), 8-cell embryo (d), early globular 
embryo (e) and late globular embryo (f). g-o, the gWOX8Δ-nls-3xVenus signal in S4pro:SSP-YFP zygote (g), 1-cell embryo (h) and 
embryos of different stages and shapes (i-o). i, the early embryo with a horizontal division of the apical daughter cell of the zygote. 
j, the filament-like embryo with the first vertical division of the top apical cell. k, the filamentous embryo showing the first vertical 
division of basal cells (arrowhead). l, the embryo containing an apical stick-like cell cluster. m, the early embryo containing a 
proembryo-like cluster on top and the first vertical division of basal cells (arrowhead and the enlarged box). n and o, embryos 
containing twin proembryo-like cell clusters. p-s, the ARF13pro:nls-Tom signal in Col-0 32-cell embryo (p) and globular embryo (q), 
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and in the S4pro:SSP-YFP filament-like embryo (r) and the embryo with a proliferated apical cluster(s). t-w, the MPpro:MP-GFP 
signal in Col-0 globular embryo (t) and heart embryo (u), and in S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos in early stage (v) or a bit late stage (w) . 
Dashed lines in d and i indicate the cell wall. Scale bar represents 20 μm in all panels. 

gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus was used to mark suspensor identity (Breuninger et al., 2008). In wild-type 

background, Venus signal was detected in the elongating zygote and both daughter cells (Figure 4a,b). At 

the 2-cell stage, weak Venus signal was still detected in the apical cells (Figure 4c). From the 8-cell stage 

onward, Venus signal was only observed in suspensor cells (Figure 4d-f). In contrast, obvious YFP signal 

was observed in apical cells of filamentous embryos in S4pro:SSP-YFP (Figure 4i-k), suggesting that the 

embryonic identity had not been acquired yet. ARF13 is also specifically expressed in the suspensor 

(Breuninger et al., 2008; Schlereth et al., 2010). In ARF13pro:nls-Tom, ARF13 promoter was fused with a 

nuclear localization signal sequence and Tomato RFP sequence. Specific Tomato signal was observed in 

the wild-type suspensor (Figure 4p,q), whereas strong Tomato signal was detected in the whole early 

filamentous embryo in S4pro:SSP-YFP although some apical cells divided vertically (Figure 4r). Combined 

together, these results suggest the filamentous embryo in S4pro:SSP-YFP is a file of cells with most likely 

basal cell identity.  

 

The expanding cell clusters did not fully obtain proembryo identity  

In S4pro:SSP-YFP, proembryo-like clusters were generated from the filamentous embryos (Figure 1). While 

strong gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus and ARF13pro:nls-Tom signals were observed in the basal part of these 

embryos, the apical clusters did not show strong fluorescent signals despite the abnormal shapes (Figure 

4i-n). These observations imply that these clusters might have obtained embryonic identity. Sometimes, 

when basal cells divided vertically, the gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus signal in daughter cells became weaker 

(Figure 4k). These cells may undergo proliferation to generate another embryo-like cluster (Figure 4n). In 

addition, we also sometime observed strong Venus signal in these daughter cells (Figure 4m). It seems 

plausible that these daughter cells may proliferate into cell clusters partly with the suspensor identity 

(Figure 4o). Some cells in this basal cluster may eventually obtain the embryonic fate as gWOX8Δ-NLS-

3xVenus signal in these cells was weaker than the others (Figure 4o).  

Although these proembryo-like clusters showed weak suspensor identity, whether these clusters really 

gained the embryonic identity was not clear. MONOPTEROS/Auxin Response Factor 5 (MP/ARF5) is 

specifically expressed in the embryo proper (Schlereth et al., 2010). We make the MPpro:MP-nGFP line 

where the MP promoter was fused with the MP genomic sequence and a nuclear-localized GFP sequence. 

In wild type, despite a weak gain-of function phenotype during embryogenesis, the MP-GFP signal was 

specifically detected in the embryo proper (Figure 4t,u). However, the MP-GFP signal was not observed in 

S4pro:SSP-YFP embryo-like clusters in the early stage or a bit late stage (Figure 4v,w). Taken together, 

although the proembryo-like clusters in S4pro:SSP-YFP have weak suspensor identity, they have not fully 

acquired the embryonic identity yet. The embryonic identity in these clusters could be directly suppressed 

by YDA activation since SSP-YFP signal was detected in cell clusters (Figure 3j,k). Importantly, although the 

SSP-YFP signal was strong in early basal cells, these cells can divide vertically and then generate clusters, 

suggesting that these basal cells have overcome SSP inhibition. How can these cells override SSP inhibition 

to divide vertically?  

 

Altered Auxin response in S4pro:SSP-YFP
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Auxin response is crucial for embryonic development of the apical daughter cell after zygote division. 

When auxin response is blocked, the apical daughter cell divides horizontally like the basal daughter cell 

and the embryonic development is deregulated. Several studies have linked auxin response with 

suspensor-embryo transition. To check whether auxin response is deregulated in S4pro:SSP-YFP, we 

checked the DR5:GFP signals in Col-0 and S4pro:SSP-YFP. 4 DAP, maximum DR5 response was observed in 

wild-type hypophysis (Figure 5a), whereas GFP signal was not observed in filament-like embryos in 

S4pro:SSP-YFP (Figure 5b), suggesting that the YDA signal has a primary inhibition on auxin response. 

Intriguingly, in proembryo-like clusters of S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos, weak DR5:GFP signal was still detected 

in the putative hypophysis region (Figure 5c,d), suggesting that the apical-basal axis was partly established. 

Strong DR5:GFP signal was observed in the hypophysis of wild type and S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos at 5 DAP 

(Figure 5e-g). Obvious DR5:GFP signal was also detected in cotyledon primordia of these embryos though 

the signal in S4pro:SSP-YFP was weaker than in wild type. These results demonstrate that embryogenesis 

of the proembryo-like clusters was delayed, yet not fully blocked. This is consistent with the observation 

that healthy tri-cotyledon seedlings and twin seedlings were generated eventually. As the SSP-YFP signal 

was very weak during the heart stage (Figure 3l), the direct inhibition of the SSP-YFP on cell differentiation 

might has been erased from this stage onward. Strikingly, the maximum auxin response in S4pro:SSP-YFP 

embryos had shifted to basal cells at 3 DAP (Figure 5c). At this stage, we also directly observed the 

maximum DR5:GFP signal in the dividing basal cells (Figure 5d), reminiscent of the auxin response in wild-

type apical daughter cell after zygote division. It seems plausible that the increased auxin response in 

basal cells serves as an momentum for the embryonic transition.  

 

Figure 5. DR5 response in Col-0 and S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos.
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a-g, DR5:GFP signal in Col-0 embryos (a and e) and S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos (b-d, f, g) at 4 DAP (a-d) and 5 DAP (e-g). b-d, 
S4pro:SSP-YFP 4-DAP embryos with a filamentous structure (b), a long basal part (c)or the first vertical division in basal cells (d). 
Arrows in c and d indicate the DR5:GFP signal in putative hypophysis. Arrowheads in c and d indicate the maximum auxin 
response in basal cells. f and g, heart stage S4pro:SSP-YFP embryos containing two (f) or three (g) cotyledon primordia. 
Arrowheads in f and g show the DR5:GFP signal in tips of cotyledon primordia. Strong DR5 signal was also observed in the basal 
part of twin clusters (f, arrow). Scale bar represents 20 μm in all panels. 
 

 

Discussion 

Enhancing the YDA signal in early embryos promotes the generation of twin seedlings 

In this study, we tried three different strategies to activate the embryonic YDA pathway, aiming to produce 

filament-like embryos. In yda-CA, although filamentous embryos were produced (Lukowitz et al., 2004; 

Musielak and Bayer, 2014), the development is hard to follow because of strong fertility defects. Thus, we 

tried to specifically enhance the YDA signal in the embryo by the GAL4-UAS system. Similar to yda-CA, 

long filament-like embryos were formed in RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA (Figure 1). However, the embryonic 

development was severely delayed or blocked because of continuously activation of the YDA signaling 

(Figure 1 and Figure 2). Although multiple embryo-like clusters were formed, mature embryos were barely 

observed, making it hard to depict the developmental process(Figure 2). Finally, by enhancing YDA 

signaling at early embryonic stages, we developed an approach to convert filament-like embryos into twin 

embryos and finally into healthy twin seedlings(Figure 1 and Figure 2). Reciprocal crosses between wild 

type and S4pro:SSP-YFP indicates that the maternal expressed SSP-YFP played a major role in the YDA 

activation in our system. The endogenous SSP regulates embryogenesis with a paternal effect (Bayer et 

al., 2009). Our result implies that SSP promoter sequence is vital for the paternal manner of SSP. 

 

Basal cells in filamentous embryos have embryonic potential  

In RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA, first embryo-like proliferation can be initiated in the middle of filamentous 

embryos (Figure 1), suggesting that the first embryonic transition is not solely possessed by top apical 

cells. Different from RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA, filament-like embryos was shorter in S4pro:SSP-YFP. Besides, first 

embryo-like proliferation was only initiated from the apical part and were formed earlier in S4pro:SSP-YFP, 

suggesting that the level of activation on the YDA signaling was weaker in S4pro:SSP-YFP. By crossing 

S4pro:SSP-YFP with early suspensor marker lines gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus and ARF13pro:nls-Tom, we found 

that the filamentous have the identity of early basal cells (Figure 4). Second proembryo-like clusters were 

initiated from these cells (Figure 1), suggesting that these cells have embryonic potential. Even 5 DAP, 

new embryo-like clusters were still initiated from the basal part (Table 1), indicating that this potential 

can endure for quite long time.  That explains why only 7%~10% twin seedlings were formed eventually 

while 20%~30% twin embryos were generated (Table 1). According to Liu et al., when proembryo was 

removed after the globular stage, suspensor cells did not have the embryonic potential (Liu et al., 2015). 

Thus we prefer to call these basal cells along S4pro:SSP-YFP filamentous embryo “basal lineage ground cells 

(BLGCs)” that can either develop into a suspensor or convert into an embryo.  

 

Embryonic transition and feedback in our system
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Although the S4 promoter is mainly active at early stage, we observed longer SSP-YFP signals when using 

S4 promoter (Figure 3). In wild type, SSP transcripts were only detected in the pollen and zygote (Bayer et 

al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2019). Although 225bp SSP 5’ UTR was fused with the S4 promoter in our construct, 

this is unlikely the reason of prolonged expression. As activated YDA signaling prevented differentiation 

in the beginning, the BLGCs will strongly activate the S4 promoter activity. Then increased SSP-YFP 

expression activated the YDA signaling, which in turn promoted the generation of more BLGCs. In 

proembryo-like clusters, SSP-YFP is mainly localized in the center (Figure 3). Since the S4 promoter is more 

active at early stages, it seems plausible that these cells containing stronger SSP-YFP signal were still in 

very early embryonic stages, which also contribute to prolonged SSP-YFP expression. Accordingly, 

surrounding cells containing lower SSP-YFP signal may have differentiated further. However, although 

gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus and ARF13pro:nls-Tom patterns partly mimic that of wild type in these clusters, 

MPpro:MP-GFP was not observed (Figure 4), suggesting that the proembryo identity was only partly 

acquired in these clusters. That might explain why triple cotyledon primordia were frequently formed 

(Figure 1).  As S4pro:SSP-YFP seems to establish a positive feedback loop, activating YDA pathway at early 

stages without a possible feedback onto the promoter would be an even better method to study the 

BLGCs-embryo transition. Expressing SSP-YFP with a strong promoter that is solely active in the egg cell 

and/or zygote would be fascinating.  

 

The initiation of embryonic transition from basal lineage ground cells 

We showed that enhanced YDA signaling inhibits embryonic development primarily. During filament 

elongation, some BLGCs finally adopted vertical division and tried to proliferate into an embryo. Thus, 

these cells have at least partly overcome the inhibition of YDA signaling. Interestingly, this violation is not 

negatively correlated with SSP-YFP signal strength since vertically divided BLGCs still showed strong SSP-

YFP signal like other BLGCs (Figure 3). This suggests that some BLGCs may gained signals for the vertical 

division, although the following transition processes were still strongly suppressed by YDA signaling in 

early stages. Auxin response in apical daughter cells is vital for its vertical division. Thus, we wonder 

whether auxin response in BLGCs is different from that of wild-type suspensor cells. As most vertical 

division of BLGCs were observed from 3 DAP to 4 DAP, we checked the DR5:GFP activity in S4pro:SSP-YFP 

mainly at that stages. Twin embryos were observed when auxin response was suppressed by expressing 

stabilized bdl (Rademacher et al., 2012; Radoeva et al., 2019). Similarly, auxin response was presumably 

suppressed in the very early stage in our system. Before the initiation of second embryo, DR5 activity was 

very weak in the putative hypophysis of the top cell cluster, also reflecting a retarded auxin response 

(Figure 5). Strikingly, we observed strong DR5 activity in BLGCs before and right after their vertical division 

(Figure 5). This observation is consistent with other researches (Liu et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2020), 

strongly suggesting the role of auxin response in BLGC-embryo transition.  

It was proposed that the embryonic potential of suspensor cells might be suppressed by the normal 

embryo proper (Marsden and Meinke, 1985). As the embryonic identity of the apical cluster was acquired 

quite late, its inhibition on BLGCs, if exists, might not occur in the early stage so that BLGC-embryo 

transition can happen. This might be related to auxin contribution. In our system when the above embryo 

proper is abnormal, auxin transported from the bottom and/or embryo proper may converged in some 

BLGCs, resulting in a strong auxin response to diminish YDA signaling inhibition. Similar regulation could 
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happen in wild type as YDA signaling regulates suspensor development and vertical division was also 

observed in yda basal cells (Lukowitz et al., 2004).  

 

Materials and Methods 

Plant Materials and Growth Conditions 

The yda-11 (SALKseq_078777) and ssp-2 (SALK_051462) mutants were described previously (Bayer et al., 

2009) (See Methods in Chapter II). Seeds used in this study were sterilized with 70% ethanol, and then 

transferred to half-strength Murashige and Skoog (½ MS) medium containing 1% (w/v) sucrose and 1% 

(w/v) agar (pH = 5.7)(Murashige and Skoog, 1962) at 4°C in dark for 2 days. Then seeds and seedlings were 

geminated and grown under long-day conditions as described previously (Babu et al., 2013).  

 

Plasmid constructions and transgenic lines 

To make S4pro:SSP-YFP, 1750 bp sequence upstream of At3g10100 start codon was fused with SSP genomic 

sequence and 153bp SSP 3’ UTR. A Citrine YFP was introduced in between SSP kinase domain and SSP TPR 

domain as described before (Bayer et al., 2009). The whole expression cassette was synthesized on the 

pUC57 vector and then introduced to the pBay-bar vector (Wang et al., 2021). To make UASpro:MPK6-CA, 

3 times UAS sequence was fused in pGreenII vector with MPK6 CDS containing a Y144>C mutation. In 

ARF13pro:nls-Tom, 2 kb sequence upstream of ARF13 start codon was fused with Tomato RFP and a nuclear 

localization sequence in pGreenII vector. gWOX8Δ-NLS-3xVenus was kindly provided by Thomas Laux 

(Ueda et al., 2011). Transgenic lines were generated by floral dip using Agrobacterium tumefaciens 

GV3101 (Van Larebeke et al., 1974). S4pro:SSP-YFP was transformed into ssp-2. UASpro:MPK6-CA and 

ARF13pro:nls-Tom were transformed into Col-0. Transgenic seeds were screen on ½ MS containing 50 mg/L 

phosphinothricin. S4pro:SSP-YFP #14 was crossed with yda11/+ to get S4pro:SSP-YFP yda/+. RPS5Apro:GAL4-

VP16 (Weijers et al., 2006), DR5:GFP:ER (Weijers et al., 2006), MPpro:MP-GFP and S4pro:nls-GFP (Slane et 

al., 2014) were described before.  

 

DIC microscopy 

For differential interference contrast (DIC) imaging, ovules were hand-pollinated and incubated in Hoyer´s 

solution (Lukowitz et al., 2004) at room temperature (incubating 1 day for ovules collected 1 DAP (day 

after pollination), 2 days for ovules collected 2 DAP, and so on). For embryos of RPS5Apro>>MPK6-CA, 

UASpro:MPK6-CA was crosses with RPS5Apro:GAL4-VP16 and F1 embryos were collected. To count the ratio 

of horizontal division of the apical daughter cell, 1.5-DAP ovules were collected for imaging. DIC images 

were taken with a Zeiss Axio Imager and AxioVision 4 software. 

 

Confocal microscopy
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A Zeiss LSM 780 NLO microscope with ZEN 2.0 software and a Leica TCS SP8 microscope with LAS X 

software were used for confocal microscopy. Embryos were dissected from ovules using a Zeiss Stemi 

2000 binocular and shape needles. For cell wall imaging, dissected embryos were incubated in SCRI 

Renaissance 2200 (SR2200) staining solution for 5-10 min, and confocal images were obtained with 405 

nm excitation wavelength and 415-475 nm detection wavelength (Musielak et al., 2015). GFP images were 

obtained with 488 nm excitation wavelength and 496-533 nm detection wavelength. For YFP imaging, 514 

nm laser wavelength was used for excitation, wavelength between 526 nm and 553 nm was recorded. For 

RFP imaging, 561 nm excitation wavelength and 580-633 nm detection wavelength were used. 

 

Seedling phenotyping 

Seedlings were grown on ½ MS medium for 7 days before counting different phenotypes. Seedling 

images were taken with a Zeiss Stemi 2000 binocular equipped with a camera. 
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